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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to examine how the new Library and Information 

Services National Vocational Qualifications (ll-S NVQs) fit in with existing 

paraprofessional education. 

This research highlights and answers some of the questions being raised relating to 

the difference between ll-S NVQs and other paraprofessional qualifications, and 

analyses whether there is a future for existing qualifications and, if so, how these 

qualifications will adapt. This study assesses whether ll-S NVQs bridges the gap 

between non-professionals and professionals, what employers and trainers think 

about the NVQ initiative and most importantly, what paraprofessionals themselves 

think about their educational prospects. 

The study begins with a review of the literature and focuses particularly on the need 

for education and training, existing qualifications such as the City and Guilds and 

BTEC Awards, ILS NVQs and the future relationship between the City and Guilds 

Library and Infonnation Assistants Certificate and ll-S NVQs. 

Evidence of what paraprofessionals and their trainers think about paraprofessional 

education and training is gathered from a questionnaire and interviews. The results 

suggest that there is a demand for the ILS NVQs and they fill a gap in the market for 

paraprofessional education. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Aims and Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to examine how the new Library and Information 

Services National Vocational Qualifications relate to existing paraprofessional 

education. Its obj ectives are to highlight and answer some of the questions that are 

now being raised, such as: 

* 

* 

* 

what exactly is the difference between ILS NVQs and other paraprofessional 

qualifications? 

is there a future for existing qualifications? 

can existing qualifications be adapted to provide the 'underpinning 

knowledge' required by NVQs, or will in-house training be more effective? 

will NVQs again 'muddy the waters' between professionals and 'non

professionals'? Level 3 NVQ is aimed at the senior library assistant, level 4 

the professional, is there a progression or a cut-off point? 

* what do employers and trainers think about the NVQ initiative? Did they 

recognise the other qualifications0 

* do para-professionals think that NVQs will advance their careers and get 

their skills recognised? What is in it for them? 
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Background 

Para-professional education has always posed problems for senior management in 

information and library services. Often it has been ignored or seen as irrelevant. This 

neglect can be seen as being closely linked with the lack of a coherent training 

strategy for para-professionals. Indeed, it has only recently become recognised that 

'non-professionals' such as library and information assistants and senior library 

assistants have training and education needs different, yet equally important to those 

of professionals. There are some formal qualifications available to para-professional 

staff such as the City and Guilds Library and Information Assistants Certificate and 

BTEC National Certificate. Access to them is patchy, however. Most organisations 

also offer some sort of in-service training. 

This work reflects the author's own interest in para-professional education and 

training, having worked as a library assistant and senior library assistant for many 

years. 
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Tenninology 

At this point it is well to clarify some of the terminology. 'Para-professional' is used 

in preference to 'non-professional', 'sub-professional', 'support' or 'clerical' staff. The 

term 'non-professional' is particularly insulting to a highly motivated and experienced 

sector of the library and information services who usually bring a high level of 

'professionalism' to their posts. The term 'para-professional' is used by the Library 

Association to include administrative, secretarial and other staff supporting library 

and information services, as well as library assistants and senior library assistants. 

This dissertation concentrates on the last two occupations. The term 'library and 

information assistant' more accurately describes the broad range of services that are 

now provided, however this will be abbreviated to the less cumbersome 'library 

assistant'. Library and Information Services also cover a wide spectrum, from public 

libraries to information offices, and will be abbreviated to 'LIS'. 

There is an element of jargon attached to Scottish and National Qualifications 

(SINVQs), some of which is explained in the glossary. Because this dissertation 

concentrates on para-professional education in England, the term National 

Vocational Qualifications will be used, abbreviated to NVQs throughout the text. 
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Outline of the Dissertation 

Chapter two describes the methods used to carry out this study including the 

gathering of secondary and primary material. The literature review was the main 

source of secondary material and the reasons why it was undertaken are discussed. 

Seminars organised by various professional bodies were also used as a source 

information and were particularly important for monitoring developments. A 

paraprofessional questionnaire and interviews with employers/trainers formed the 

main body of primary material. 

Chapter three gives details of the literature reviewed and is divided into several parts 

to give some order to the work available and to link in with the questionnaire. 

Chapter four examines the results of the questionnaire and interviews and provides 

comment and analysis of the answers. 

Chapter five provides discussion and analysis of comments made by 

paraprofessionals and employers/trainers in comparison with the literature review. 

Conclusions are drawn as a result of this. 

4 



Literature Review 

Chapter 2 

Methodology 

A literature review was the starting point for this investigation into para-professional 

education. There was a need to identify existing qua1ifications and understand their 

history and at the same time investigate the development of Information and Library 

Services NVQs. Research and comment on the comparison between NVQs and 

other information and library service qualifications was of particular interest as this is 

the focus of this study. 

The literature review was carried out in two stages. The first aimed to gain a general 

awareness of the main issues surrounding paraprofessional education and to indicate 

the amount of literature available. The second to obtain up-to-date references 

(information on NVQs was appearing very frequently) and to obtain related 

information on education and training. Library and Information Services Abstracts 

(LISA) on CD-ROM were used on each occasion. After the first search, it was felt 

that there was enough literature available on LISA and that a more extensive search 

on other databases would broaden the study unnecessarily. The references given at 

the end of articles obtained from LISA also indicated that different authors were 

using many of the same sources and the amount ofliterature was limited. References 

and bibliographies appeared to be an adequate supplement to check on the 

completeness of the literaTUre review. 

The preliminary search of Library and Information Services Abstracts indicated that 

there was little available on para-professional education from the point of view of 

the employee and employer. It was therefore decided to supplement the literaTUre 

review by questioning trainers and para-professionals either by questionnaire, 

interview or both. 
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~ -------------

The Questionnaire 

Rationale 

There was a need to gather a cross-section of opinion from different levels of 

personnel from different information and library services. As NVQs were so new it 

was felt that there needed to be a geographical spread of respondents. Furthermore, 

the literature review had indicated that not all organisations had adopted the 

concept. A questionnaire approach seemed most viable in terms of time and 

administration but especially cost, as the project was almost entirely financed by the 

author. Making contact with a range of people was facilitated by attending the 

'S!NVQs and You' Seminar conducted by the Information and Library Services (ILS) 

Lead Body in Manchester in October 1995. This seminar was one of several, all 

similar, conducted in London and the regions to inform interested para-professionals 

about the NVQ concept, its relevance to them and how it worked in practice. 
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The Sample 

The sample was initially drawn from t~e thirty-nine delegates at the seminar. They 

came mainly from the north Midlands and north of England, ranging from 

Lincolnshire to Merseyside and Cleveland (although at least one travelled from 

London). As can be seen from Table 1, there was a fair representation of library and 

information services, including researchlbusiness institutions, public libraries, 

university and medical/nursing libraries, school and college libraries and voluntary 

organisations. Delegates were in posts ranging from trainee library assistants to 

acting 'librarians'. This cross section appeared adequate to gauge opinion on ILS 

SINVQ's following the seminar. After a brief formal presentation of the purpose of 

this dissertation, delegates appeared willing to help by answering a short 

questionnaire at a later date. A few delegates came forward after the seminar to give 

their first impressions. These are discussed in the findings. It was felt that the 

delegates would still be aware ofILS SINVQs six months after the seminar, and 

might even be at the stage of registering to commence the qualification. 

Table 1 
Organisations represented at the seminar. 
Organisation Number of delegates 

Business 1 

College of Further Education 10 

Health Authority 4 

Local Authority 9 

Personal Address 2 

Secondary School 6 

University 5 

Voluntary Organisation 2 

Total 39 

• 
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It was decided to supplement the delegate list with ILS para-professionals from a 

Nottinghamshire University (four employees), Local Authority (four) and College of 

Further Education (three) as it was clear from informal contacts that 

paraprofessionals and their trainers in these organisations had interesting things to 

say about paraprofessional education and training. 

It was hoped that a 'specialist' research or business library would be willing to accept 

the questionnaire, however, none of the four information units approached were 

interested, although their comments over the telephone will be discussed later. 

The aim of the questionnaire was io canvass qualitative opinion, rather than 

quantitative data, and it was felt that there was an adequate mix of institution and 

personnel to indicate the extent to which ILS NVQ's have been adopted as a new 

qualification. The questionnaire was to be deliberately aimed at those who had an 

awareness of NVQs and so the sample was inevitably biased. It was obvious from 

the seminar that the sample would have a heavy female bias. A number of male 

delegates attended the seminar, but research indicated that women form the majority 

of the paraprofessional workforce (approx. 80%) and therefore the sample would 

reflect this (I). It was a concern was that resources did not allow for a wider 

survey and that Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland were excluded. It may be 

suggested that a more extensive canvassing of opinion would be worthwhile. 
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Type of research instruments 

Two types of research instrument wer~ developed. The main one was a structured 

questionnaire for paraprofessionals. Trainers were to be interviewed using an 

interview schedule: a loosely structured set of questions to guide them through the 

main points of interest (Appendices 1 and 2). 

The primary aim of the questionnaire and interview schedule was to gather personal 

opinion on paraprofessional education and training. Open questions were used as it 

was felt that respondents would be able to express themselves better in their own 

words. 

Pilot of the paraprofessional questionnaire 

The questionnaire was piloted in draft form by two para-professionals and their 

trainer at one of Nottingham's university libraries. The aim of the pilot was to test 

the relevance of the questions to NVQ and non-NVQ candidates (one para

professional represented each category). The mechanics of the questionnaire were 

also examined. The questionnaire was also scrutinised by the Marketing and 

Development Co-ordinator of the ILS Lead Body. 

The questions were acceptable, with minor adjustments and the format was re

worked to allow for less comment and more tick boxes. Where discrete data was 

required, for example, age and sex, tick boxes were included. Some questions were 

so open ended that is seemed appropriate to limit answers with tick boxes to guide 

respondents through the options. The term 'NVQ' was preferred to 'S/NVQ' as none 

of the respondents were based in Scotland. 
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The aim was to restrict the questionnaire to two sides of A4 paper and the 

. completion time to approximately ten ~nutes. This inevitably set limitations on its 

scope, but it was felt that the response rate would be enhanced by a less daunting list 

of questions. Fifty questionnaires were sent out in total. with prepaid envelopes for 

their return. Respondents were given four weeks in which to reply. 

The response 

There was a sixty per-cent response to the questionnaire (31 returned). Twenty out 

of the thirty-nine delegates at the seminar responded (62%) . All eleven 

questionnaires were returned by the Nottinghamshire organisations. The comments 

were valuable and will be discussed later. With hindsight some of the questions 

could have been improved. This is discussed overleaf. 
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Questions asked in the paraprofessional questionnaire 

An example of the questionnaire is given in Appendix 1. 

Question 

1 Name 

Respondents were assured that their actual identity would not be given in the 

dissertation, but it was necessary in case there was a need to contact them again. 

2 Age 

These were set out in ranges after respondents at the pilot stage felt uncomfortable 

giving their exact age. 

3 Sex 

Despite the knowledge that the sample reflected the female bias in the 

paraprofessional workforce it was hoped that there would be male respondents to 

the questionnaire and it seemed incorrect to assume a one hundred per-cent female 

response. 

4 Job Title 

It was evident from the seminar that this would be an important question to 

respondents. Several delegates had expressed their strength of feeling about their 

perceived role in their organisations which is discussed later. 

5 Department and/or Organisation 

Although this was not to be identified in the dissertation it would identify the type of 

organisation for whom the respondent worked. 

11 



6 What post-16 qualifications do you have. or, are in the process of 

obtaining? 

The aim of this question was to identify the range of educational qualifications 

respondents were bringing into their present job. The hypothesis was that 

paraprofessionals have a broad educational background and may have more 

qualifications than the job title recognises. Tick boxes were used to indicate the main 

qualifications such as G.C.E.s and G.C.S.E.s through to degree level as well as an 

option to specifY less common ones. After the pilot this question was reduced in 

content. 

7 If you have a library and information service qualification (e.g. City 

and Guilds, BTEC) why did you choose it? 

The purpose of this question was to identifY the main reasons why respondents went 

on to gain an ILS qualification, e.g. promotion, better pay. 

8 How relevant do you feel your information or library qualification is to 

your present job? 

There seemed to be divided opinion in the literature whether the qualifications 

available continued to be relevant once obtained, or appropriate for certain sorts of 

information work. Paraprofessionals were hopefully going to give their own 

opmlOn. 

9 If you do not have an information or library qualification what is the 

reason? 

Respondents were told to include domestic as well as employment reasons as the 

indications were that employers were increasingly reluctant to finance day release 

and that family commitments often prevented respondents from taking on extra work 

or study. 

12 



10 What in-house training have you attended in the last two years? 

There may be a connection between the amount of in-house training provided by 

employers and their willingness to adopt vocational qualifications. Often the training 

support necessary is closely related. At the pilot stage it was felt that two years 

would be too long a time span for those to whom in-house training was a regular 

occurrence. However, responses showed that not everyone was in such a privileged 

position. 

Questions 7, 8, 9 and 10 were all open and invited comment in the respondents own 

words. This worked well. 

11 Have you entered, or are you considering entering for the Information 

and Library Services NVQ? 

Three tick box options were given: yes, no and don't know. Instructions were to 

continue if the answer was 'yes', or to go to the last question, 16, if'no', or 'don't 

know'. This was a mistake as many respondents might still have been able to answer 

question 15 on the comparison ofNVQs with other paraprofessional qualifications. 

Indeed, sOme respondents answering 'no' or 'don't know' completed question 15 

anyway. 

12 What level ofNVQ are you considering? 

It would be interesting to see for which level paraprofessionals were aiming. This 

question could have used tick boxes. 

13 What are the main reasons you chose NVQs? 

An open question, again to invite personal comment. Many respondents had a lot to 

say. 
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14 How do you think NVQs will enhance your present employment? 

Another open question to gauge hopes and aspirations. 

15 How do you think ILS NVQs will compare with other infonnation and 

library service qualifications e.g. City and Guilds, BTEC, in terms of 

the foUowing? 

A range of options were listed with tick boxes for 'better than the others', 'same' and 

'not as good'. Although the structure of the question was improved at the pilot, it 

was probably still too lengthy. The questions on time spent on the qualifications 

could have been reduced. Question 15 was perhaps the most important question of 

the survey and it asked the respondent to think hard about the different 

qualifications. A few people evidently gave up on this one. 

16 What support for training have you had, or are getting, from your 

employer/trainer? 

A list of possible options were provided and tick boxes were used for this question. 

It was hoped that this would indicate the extent to which respondents felt that 

training and education was valued in their organisation. At the pilot it was 

interesting to note that paraprofessionals and trainers had different ideas about this. 

Permission to contact respondents for a short follow-up telephone interview was 

sought at the end of the questionnaire in order to clarifY comments if necessary. 

14 
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Employerffrainer interviews 

The interviews were to be conducted in person or over the telephone. An informal , 

approach was taken, with a loose structure to the questions. However, it was 

necessary to introduce some sort of order to the questioning to enable all the points 

to be covered. An example of the interview schedule is given in Appendix 2. 

Because time and money were limited it was decided to select trainers from the local 

area and to obtain opinion from a cross section of organisations. One training co-

ordinator was therefore identified and interviewed from the University of 

Nottingham, Nottinghamshire County Council's public library service and South 

Notts. College ofF.E. Each person was responsible for co-ordinating and 

implementing paraprofessional education and training programmes for staff in their 

organisation's libraries. In terms of paraprofessional staff represented, the 

organisations ranged from large (local authority) to medium (academic) to small 

(college of F.E.) In addition, the training co-ordinator in the college ofF.E. was 

responsible for offering taught programmes to students. All three trainers were 

chartered librarians. 

An attempt was made to contact special and commercial libraries, however, they 

were not willing to participate but did offer comments which shall be discussed later. 

This aspect of the study might be taken further with more resources and time. 
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Paraprofessional education: interview questions 

1 About you 

Personal details of name, organisation and position within organisation. 

2 About education 

2.1 What ILS-related courses does your organisation already recognise [for 

paraprofessionals 1 ? 

2.2 How is it involved in supporting these? 

The aim was to discover whether the organisation provided time off for education 

and training, finance, etc. 

2.3 How far bave you got in implementing ILS NVQs? 

Included here were a range of steps e.g. registering as an assessment centre, 

registering candidates etc. 

2.3.2 What levels are you covering? 

2.4 Has the organisation experience in implementing NVQs in other areas? 

The aim was to discover if the organisation was new to the NVQ concept or already 

had an understanding that would assist in the ILS NVQ implementation. Previous 

experience might even be the deciding factor in adopting the ILS NVQ. 

3 ILS NVQs and other qualifications 

3.1 How do you think ILS NVQs will compare with other qualifications e.g. 

City and Guilds LIAC, BTEC? 

A range of prompts were given. 

16 



3.2 Do you think that the emphasis on assessing work-based competence 

rather than theoretical kn0'Yledge is more appropriate to 

paraprofessional education? What about levels 4 and 5? 

This seemed to be the 'essence' of the debate on paraprofessional education and 

training, especially the professions 'fear' of a cross-over between professional and 

non-professional. 

3.3 What relevance will City and GuildsIBTEC have now that ILS NVQs 

are available? 

The aim of this question was to discover whether the organisation would be offering 

a range of paraprofessional qualifications or just one. 

Problems with the interview schedule 

Three training co-ordinators were contacted. Only one trainer was able to be 

interviewed in person, the others were interviewed over the telephone. As there was 

a time lapse between the interviews and the writing-up of the study, trainers were 

again contacted to ensure certain points were still accurate. 

The interview schedule generally worked well. Interviewees enthusiastically shared 

their views on paraprofessional training and education. Indeed some had so much to 

contribute that it was difficult to keep them to the point and to write down their 

comments. A recording of the interviews might have been helpful, however, the 

telephone interviews had more structure to them and it was easier to keep to the 

point than the personal interview. 

17 



.. . -. ----..---. - . 

The trainer at South Notts College ofF.E. was favoured because he had been 

responsible for teaching the City and Guilds LlAC, however it was found on 

interviewing that he had discontinued this and was concentrating on alternative 

programmes. It seemed appropriate to contact South East Derbyshire College which 

had inherited the City and Guilds course as it was the centre serving the 

employers/trainers in this study. 

References 
1 Bray, F and Turner, C. Monitoring the library and information worliforce. 

London: BLR&DD, 1989. 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review 

This chapter examines the literature on paraprofessional education with a particular 

focus on the qualifications available. 

1 Recognising the need for para professional education and 

training 

An informal survey by Bob Hellen into who makes up the paraprofessional 

workforce found that ages ranged from 16 to 65. Educational standards extend 

from no qualifications at all to PhD (I). The vast majority of assistants are women. 

In the 1987 Library Association Census, 84% oflibrary assistants in public libraries 

were female (2). 

There is a valid argument that education and training at this level has been ignored in 

the past because the Junior' workforce was predominantly female whereas senior 

management was usually male. Negative organisational (male) attitudes to female 

workers were slow to die. A set of assumptions about female workers effectively 

ensured the perpetuation of a male dominated management team. These 

assumptions included assertions that women were not the main wage earners in a 

household, they were less mobile, they got pregnant and took more time off than 

men, they wanted only part-time work, they could only handle routine tasks and 

were not assertive. Implicit in this is the belief that library and information work at 

this (low paid) level is not a career (3). 
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Since the 19805 there has been a continuing and often passionate debate in the 

literature about the role and status of the paraprofessional. Davinson (4) and Baker 

(5) have been particularly vocal in this area and have perhaps done more than anyone 

to highlight the issues surrounding paraprofessional education and training in Britain. 

Research by Mugnier on paraprofessionals in America (6) helped researchers over 

here focus on the changes occurring in information and library services. Defining 

who is a paraprofessional can cause confusion. In North America and Australia, 

where a technician grade of library and information staff is already established, there 

are clear guide-lines as to duties, responsibilities and level of qualifications (7). 

In the United Kingdom, whilst there are demarcation lines between professional and 

non-professional (8), reality indicates that employers and the public do not easily 

recognise the difference. 'Professional' duties are often adequately performed by 

trained non-professionals, especially if there are not enough professionals available 

to do the work. The library assistant is usually the first point of contact with users 

(9). In small library and information units, for example, in law firms or school 

libraries, there is perhaps only one member of staff providing a full range of services 

(10). 

Originally, the literature concentrated on the appropriate level of education and 

training required for 'non-professionals' to perform their jobs adequately. Implicit in 

this was the recognition that this level of staff would not encroach on 'professional' 

duties: 

'The term 'non-professional' ... does not automatically limit such a category of 

staff to a particular group of routines .. .it is not the type of work which non

professionals do but the level at which they undertake tasks which separates 

them from professional staff. Professional responsibilities emphasize planning 

and policy, while non-professional duties revolve around routine and 

practice. (11) 
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Indeed, many in management believed education was inappropriate for non

professionals: 

' ... you educate only professionals - you train non-professionals'. (12) 

This dissertation is not going to enter the sensitive area of why insecure 

professionals feel the need to protect their spheres of work and thus limit the scope 

of paraprofessional employment. There is a fear (often from public librarians) : 

'that an explicit system of qualification and training for non-professionals 

would result in a diminution of the opportunities available for professionals'. 

(13) 

The profession's attitudes to 'non-professional' staff has coloured the way in which 

paraprofessional training and education has developed. DaVinson argues that it was 

neglected for so long because the commonality of purpose in all levels of staff , 

fostered by the old part-time Library Association External Examinations, was lost. 

A 'them and us' situation emerged between professionals, with access to a career 

structure and qualifications, and the rest of the library workforce with few career 

opportunities and little chance to gain qualifications (14). 

Davinson (IS) and Baker (16) recognised that paraprofessional staff wanted to learn 

more about their library and information services and the 'why's' of the job. They 

were enthusiastic, had a commitment to customer service. and felt they did a better 

job if they knew the reasons why they did things (17). 'Professionalism' was not the 

sole prerogative of ' Professionals'. 
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Paraprofessional staff have indicated a high level of personal job satisfaction 

although they are in what they percei~e as 'dead-end' jobs (18). Thousands of library 

and information assistants have taken qualifications despite the lack of a recognised 

career structure. As Davinson states: 

'The way in which many library assistants have undertaken studies leading to 

the City and Guilds 737 Library Assistants' Certificate, despite knowing that 

it leads nowhere in particular for them in terms of advancement, is further 

evidence of the high motivation many of them have for improving their skills.' 

(19) 

In many library and information services there is now a limited career structure for 

paraprofessionals that stops at the senior library assistant level. The attainment of a 

qualification (internal or external) is often necessary for promotion to this grade 

(20). 
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In the midst of the debate about professional and non-professional job descriptions 

there was a wider acknowledgement ~f the need to introduce a coherent training 

policy into information and library services that embraced all levels of staff (21). The 

Library and Information Services Council stated that: 

"Training is economically important because expenditure on manpower 

represents a significant and growing proportion of the budget of all library 

and information services ... .In our view, the belief that 'people matter' is not 

just a vague humanitarian concept; investment in people is adequately 

rewarded, and well trained staff will yield a rich dividend in the quality of 

service to users. For the foreseeable future, library and information practice 

will remain largely in the hands of people already recruited, ie people who 

have completed their basic education. Only continuing education and training 

can help them improve their performance. Both continuing education and 

training are having to be provided in a period of widespread change - with 

significant developments in the role and scope oflibrary and information 

services ..... These developments call for adaptation of thinking, attitudes and 

skills among library and information staff." (22) 

The efficient use of human resources to meet changing social and economic needs 

has become a necessity, not an option. 

Recently, the role of the paraprofessional has been re-defined to broaden its scope. 

It is not so much the level of work which defines the para-professional, but the 

nature of that work. The role of the paraprofessional is increasingly that of the 

'library manager'. Restructuring and reorganisation of all types of library and 

information service, but particularly public libraries, has removed a tier of 

professional management. 
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The number of professionals employed has declined through the introduction of 

team librarianship which has removed professionals from small branch libraries and 

'de-layering', often as a response to professional staff shortages and local authority 

cuts. This has led to an increase in the number of para-professionals employed in 

supervisory and management roles, effectively running service points. Wallace 

argues that opportunities will be occurring for career progression for 

paraprofessionals, providing they can demonstrate they have the skills and abilities to 

carry out the duties of the posts (23). 

Here is a cogent argument for developmental staff training and education which 

equips paraprofessionals for a recognisable career, parallel to, and different from, 

that of the professional, which at the same time, may inter-connect at certain levels 

and might even be transferable. Wallace states: 

' ... there needs to be an organisational commitment to training and 

development and a structure providing career progression to senior 

management for library staff and librarians'. (24) 

Despite the' brick wall' that professionals place in the way of a paraprofessional 

career ladder parallel to that of the profession, some authorities such as the London 

Borough of Hounslow have implemented one (25) and others are considering it (26). 

The following sections of the literature review look at existing paraprofessional 

qualifications and bring their progress up-to-date. The literature is supplemented by 

recent seminars on the subject which the author attended. 
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2 Paraprofessional qualifications: the City and Guilds Library 

and Information Assistant's Certificate (LIAC) and the 

BTEC National Award. 

Introduction 

This section of the literature review examines the two main paraprofessional 

qualifications that existed before National Vocational Qualifications came into being. 

The literature searches revealed that most of what has been written has concentrated 

on the historical aspects of their development. David Baker has thoroughly covered 

this ground (27) (28 ) (29) and it is not necessary to reproduce it here. 

Many articles and monographs on paraprofessional qualifications and training were 

written in the 1980s when the City and Guilds Library Assistant's qualification was 

under review and the BTEC (formerly BEC) National award was being introduced 

(30). Some of this literature is itself now only of historical interest. However, the 

best critique of the two qualifications as they were then is Davinson's (31). 

In the past year, the introduction of the ILS NVQ has again led to a radical overhaul 

of LIAC and BTEC National. The changes are still taking place therefore the 

literature is limited in quantity and still emerging. Much of the literature focuses on 

the development ofNVQs, which is why it is felt that there is a need to examine the 

relationships emerging between the various qualifications. Past literature will be 

referred to, where criticisms remain valid, but the emphasis will be on current 

developments. 
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City and Guilds Library and Information Assistants Certificate (L1AC) 

The LIAC was devised as a one year, .part-time course, with examinations for 

assistants with at least two year's experience in library and infonnation services. It 

covered a range of topics which were aimed at consolidating practical skills learnt 

'on the job' whilst providing a broader perspective of infonnation and library 

services. The scheme consisted of five subject areas, each with an assessed 

coursework component or written examination, or both. Appendix 3 gives a brief 

outline of the syllabus. Baker (32) examines this in greater detail. From 1997, it will 

again change and will be more closely allied to specific units at ILS NVQ levels 2 

and 3. These are to be discussed later (33) (34). 

One of the main criticisms of the City and Guilds course was that the Library 

Association's ambivalence towards it inevitably influenced employers' attitudes. Few 

employers recognised the need for paraprofessional education in the early years and 

were not encouraged to change their minds after the Library Association had ceased 

to be an examining body. The Library Associatiori's EntranceJElementaryl First 

Professional Examination had been partially fulfilling the need for a paraprofessional 

'qualification'. The City and Guilds quillification was devised to fill this gap when the 

Library Association's examination was abandoned but because it was never intended 

as being anything other than an award for non-professionals, its value was 

undermined (35). 
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Closely allied to this problem is that the LIAC course leads nowhere in particular. 

The qualification stands alone and does not 'link-in' with other LIS qualifications. It 

has been only partially accepted by employers as meriting a pay increment (36). 

Indeed, some have not recognised it as a useful qualification at all, preferring to train 

their own staff (37). One aspect of the 1996 review of the City and Guilds course is 

to link it more closely to ILS NVQs. Somerset College of Art and Technology is 

already offering the LIAC in tandem with ILS NVQ level 2 (38). The relationship 

will be examined in more detail later. 

The City and Guilds qualification has suffered in particular from being considered 

biased in favour of a part!cular sector. The majority of students came from public 

libraries (39), although evidence suggests that this was a result of the response to 

local markets rather than being an inherent fault of the syllabus (40). The current 

review of the LIAC certificate is to examine this perception (41). It is in the 

interests of City and Guilds to offer a syllabus appropriate to all its potential markets 

in the library and information services as it will be facing direct competition from ILS 

NVQs. 

The geographical 'take-up' remains patchy (42). Many assistants are unable to easily 

access the course, although some centres, such as Telford College, Edinburgh, West 

Bromwich (Sandwell) College of Commerce and Technology (43) and Somerset 

College of Arts and Technology (44) have met this problem by offering distance 

learning packages. 
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Once the City and Guilds LIAC had been running for several years, it began to be 

criticised as being at too Iowa level for many paraprofessionals, although the 

literature suggests its advocates thought the balance 1ust about right' for generalist 

assistants (45). At the same time, the LIAC did not satisfy many, often highly 

educated paraprofessionals, who wanted a route into the profession without having 

to return to full time education. It was the Library Association's decision to cease 

acting as an awarding body, the loss of access to a part-time route to professional 

status, and the development of an all-graduate profession, that left paraprofessionals 

isolated in terms of career development (46 ). 

It was partly as a recognition of the lack of a progressive paraprofessional 

qualification that the BTEC National Award was introduced. 

BTEC National 

The impetus to introduce a BTEC (formerly BEC) award for information and library 

services in England and Wales was partly driven by changes in Scottish 

paraprofessional education in the early 1980s. The SCOTEC Certificate in Library 

and Information Science was introduced with the full backing of the Scottish Library 

Association. At the same time Scotland dropped the City and Guilds Certificate 

(47). The BEC course was pushed through in England and Wales with the support 

of the Library Association. However, the City and Guilds course continued to run. 

A characteristic of the BTEC awards is their progressive nature. There are three 

levels: General, National and Higher National. There are two routes to 

qualification, full-time (Diploma) or part-time (Certificate), the two have equal 

worth. 
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The syllabus had a set of core modules which were followed by all students 

irrespective of the type of employment they were in. Additional, or optional, 

modules were added to allow candidates to specialise in their chosen subject (48). 

The library and information Double Option modules made up 25% of the total. The 

LIS modules were developed at National level and were offered part-time over two 

years (49). There was also talk of offering LIS modules at Higher National level if 

there was sufficient demand (50). 

There was some unease amongst professional librarians about the appropriate level 

of qualification for paraprofessionals. If the City and Guilds LIAC was set too low 

(below the BTEC National award, the Higher National was too uncomfortably close 

to a professional qualification, being the equivalent of an unclassified degree (51). 

The National did however allow a way in to professional education and was 

recognised by some library schools as equivalent to A level passes. 

Despite support from the Library Association, the BTEC National never established 

itself in the same way as the City and Guilds LIAC. This was partly due to the 

insufficient time devoted to library and information studies in the BTEC syllabus. It 

was argued that employers would not support a course with such little emphasis on 

library work (the Library Association's Industrial Group was particularly vocal on 

this) (52) (53). Furthermore the two year commitment of staff and money came at a 

time of economic recession and financial cutbacks. Employers were less willing to 

release staff at a time of reduced staffing levels unless the course could be seen as 

directly relevant to the job moreover, training and development budgets tended to be 

diverted into other areas (54). The continuing City and Guilds course offered direct 

competition. The take-up ofBTEC was therefore low and many colleges were 

unable to find sufficient numbers to offer the course on a regular basis. Furthermore, 

colleges tended to be more inflexible about timetabling the BTEC course (55). 
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Baker argued as long ago as 1986 that the Library Association should 'cut its losses' 

on the BTEC certificates and fully recognise the City and Guilds LIAC (56). The 

BTEC National Certificate with Information and Library Studies was discontinued 

this year (\996) (57). 

It may be argued that the BTEC National was a truly paraprofessional qualification. 

It offered a broad administrative, managerial and financial grounding, with modules 

on communications, office organisation and human resource management. These are 

just the sort of skills required by paraprofessionals in supervisory roles. Furthermore, 

they were transferable, being common to many occupations at this level. Davinson 

argued forcefully for the library profession to take a far-sighted view of 

paraprofessional qualifications (58). The library and information modules were at a 

level which may have impinged on professional work as it was then perceived but it 

has already been shown that this has changed and many 'professional' duties have 

been downgraded to paraprofessional level. 

Without the BTEC qualification, the route into profess.ional education has again been 

closed to paraprofessionals. Librarians may feel able to breathe more easily and not 

feel quite so threatened by the ranks below. It may be argued that the BTEC was 

never successfully used in the first place, probably because it was not \videly 

available. 
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3 National Vocational Qualifications in the Information and 

Library Services 

The literature available on NVQs in general and n..s NVQs in particular has 

'mushroomed' over the past year or so. There is now so much that there is a need 

not only to be very selective but to give some order to the topic. Much of what has 

been written concentrates on explaining what the NVQ concept IS and how it fits 

into the information and library sector. Particular emphasis has been given to the 

experiences of organisations implementing n..S NVQs. Very little has yet been 

written on how NVQs affect existing qualifications, what library workers and their 

employers think ofNVQs or how they will affect the professional/non-professional 

divide. 

Background: the NVQ ethos 

NVQs developed from a government initiative to raise vocational standards. The 

1986 White Paper Working Together - education and training' (cmnd 9823) 

established the National Council for Voluntary Qualifications (NCVQ). Its remit 

was to create a national framework of vocational qualifications which would be 

comprehensive, accessible, and easily understood by employers and employees alike. 

They were to be employment -led and based firmly on standards of performance 

defined by employers. They now exist for virtually every sector in industry and 

commerce (59). 
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Iuliet Herzog described the NVQ concept thus: 

'Vocational training and qualifications have been undergoing a fundamental 

revolution for a number of years. The single most important foundation 

stone for this revolution is the concept of competence. The word has a very 

strong and specific meaning: the ability to perform to the standards required 

in employment. It is in recognition of this ability, and this alone, that 

National and Scottish Vocational Qualifications (NVQslSVQs) are awarded'. 

(60) 

Herzog summarised the key points ofNVQs: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

• 

they are modular in structure, with each 'module' known as a Unit of 
Competence; 

units which make up an NVQ can be taken in any order, and at a pace to suit 
individual needs; 

the Units contain precise descriptions of what should achieved to be called 
'competent'; these are known as standards; 

the content of an NVQ is the criteria to which a candidate for that NVQ will 
be assessed; it is not a j ob description or a course syllabus; 

assessment of an individual's competence for an NVQ is not tied to 
attendance/enrolment on any particular training programmes; 

assessment is practical rather than theoretical, but it is open to all, including 
those who are not in employment; 

assessment is by people who are experts in the field in which the N-VQ is 
being taken; 

the Units are designed to be transferable from one occupation to another 
wherever possible, to help career changes as well as career progression; 

the standards cover creative, organisational, thinking and communication 
skills as well as technical and manual ones. 

NVQs may also be assessed in the workplace removing the necessity for day-release 

to college. 
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NVQs in Information and Library Services 

Each employment sector sets its own ~andards through its own Lead Body these 

are co-ordinated into a national framework by the National Council for Vocational 

Qualifications. NVQs for the Information and Library Services are developed by the 

ILS Lead Body. The work of actually administering the NVQs and awarding the 

qualifications has gone to the Royal Society of Arts (RSA). 

The qualification 

There are five levels to NVQs which are meant to be progressive, although 

candidates can enter at any level. The ILS. Lead Body outlined the levels and 

suggested which occupational level would be appropriate for each. These are shown 

overleaf in Table 2. 

It must be noted that the ILS Lead Body did not consider it necessary to develop 

level one (assessing competence in routine and predictable activities) This was 

covered by another Lead Body and very few assistants would enter the information 

and library services at this level. 
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Table 2 

NVQ levels and related ILS occupations 

Onlevels ... 

i 

The following is a very preliminary guide - ·at this momeot in time' as the 
phrase goes - of job titles and possible SINVQ levels. It is published here oot 
as a hostage to fortune as it would be if it were oot clearly sigoposted as 
tentative. but as a helpful guide to the. way levels might work out. The final 
arbiter on levels will be NCVQ. 

I 
NVO Level 

2 
! 

Range of activities, variety of con
texts, somecomplex and non·routine, 

I I SOme teamwork. 

13 

! Broad range of varied work activities, 
mostly complex aod noo-routine. 
Working mostly autonomously, often 
controlling or guiding others. 

4 

i Broad range of complex, technical or 
professional work activities, using 
fundamental principles and complex 

. techniques in often unpredictable 
I contexts. Personal autonomy with 

responsibility for work of others and 
resource allocation. 

5 

Use of a significant range of fund
amental principles and complex 
techniques across wide and often 
unpredictable contexts. Very great 
personal autonomy, significant 
responsibility for others and for 
resources llld for strategic planning. 

Possible ILS job title 

Library Assistant, Counter Assistant, 
Clerical Assistant, LoanslIssues Clerk. 

Supervisor, Library Manager, Senior 
Records Manager, Assistant, Senior 
Library Assistant, Technical Indexer. 

Librarian, ILS Manager, Information 
Scientist, Technical Information 
Manager, Archivist, TIC Manager . 
Systems Librarian. 

Director, Chief Librarian, Counry 
Librarian. 

Source: ILS Lead Body Newsletter, Sept. 1994 
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The level is attached to the full qualification but individual Units of Competence can 

appear at any level and also 'stand alone' as a 'mini qualification' (61). Appendix 4 

gives the levels of qualification and the units from which they are made. 

Units are made up of ' Elements of Competence' which cannot stand alone as a 

qualification. The revised functional map of Feb. 1994 illustrates how Key 

functions are broken down into elements (Appendix 5). Appendix 6 is a sample 

element specifying the types of evidence required to achieve competency in that 

element. Evidence for each element is collected for a range of situations, using a 

range of materials appropriate to the task being assessed. The evidence is assessed 

by qualified assessors against the performance criteria laid down as key indicators of 

competence and collated in a portfolio consisting of all the evidence required to 

complete each unit and ultimately the final qualification. A system of internal and 

external verification ensures national standards are met (62). Because NVQs are 

proof of current competence in the workplace, they have a 'shelf life' of three years 

after which they need to be re-assessed. 

Historical development 

This study is not going to examine the historical development of ILS NVQs as this 

has been covered in great detail by many experts in the field, for example Herzog 

(63), Dakers (64), Jespersen (65). On-going information on the development of the 

five levels can be obtained from the ILS Lead Body. Updates are produced in their 

newsletters (66). 
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Selling the product 

Much effort has been concentrated in.'selling' NVQs to employers and employees of 

the various ILS sectors, including a description of how they work (67) (68). 

Information and advice is given on getting started (69) (70). Seminars and 

workshops have been held (and are still being held) all over the country to introduce 

ILS NVQs to as wide an audience as possible (71). There is even a straightforward 

guide available for prospective candidates (72), although employers are still awaiting 

theirs (73). 

The ILS sector's response to NVQs 

Here is where the literature becomes very interesting. There is a wide divergence of 

views on NVQs. At times the debate as to their relevance to the information and 

library services has become heated (74) (75) (76). NVQs are a radically new way of 

looking at qualifications and therefore the concept requires some thought and 

understanding. 

Many bodies representing the information and library services, including the Library 

Association and BAILER (British Association for Information and Library 

Education and Research) acknowledge the value ofNVQs to paraprofessionals in 

enhancing their work-based competence and improving their career progression 

(77). NVQs have been specifically targeted at paraprofessionals and levels two and 

three are the first to be implemented. 
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Surrey County Libraries publicised their success with other NVQs, including 

Customer Services and Business and Administration (7S). Demand initially came 

from employees, although management took them on board after initial scepticism. 

Area Manager, John Hobson stated: 

1t soon became clear ... that the very nature of a work-based qualification 

gave something to the staff, and potentially the service, which hadn't existed 

before. A modular approach to staff development, which was flexible, cost 

effective, accessible and relevant to all, had been an aspiration for a long 

time'.(79) 

Surrey has readily accepted ILS NVQs and is piloting levels 2, 3 and 4. It appears 

that there is no shortage of candidates at levels 2 and 3. The relevance of level 4 to 

'professional' staff is being tested (SO). Indeed, NVQs appear to have employer 

. support across industry sectors. A review of 100 well-established NVQs and SVQs 

(SI), found that there was widespread support for the NVQ concept amongst 

employers. Two-thirds of employers responding to the Review indicated that NVQs 

have increased workforce flexibility and SO% felt that NVQs had prepared 

employees for future demands (S2). 

Colleges of further and higher education are also involved in implementing ILS 

NVQs at levels 2 and 3. Somerset College of Arts and Technology has become the 

first accredited assessment centre and states that the demand for ILS NVQs has been 

greater than expected (S3). 

There is no doubt that ILS N-VQS have generated a vast amount of interest from 

paraprofessionals who have been denied a progressive qualification and clear career 

path for so long. In fact, interest has been so great, Arundale questioned whether 

the organising bodies had set up a system which could cope with the expected rush 

(84). 
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Problems with the ILS NVQ 

As mentioned above, there is already evidence that demand is exceeding supply at 

this early stage of implementation. The system requires that verification and 

assessment procedures are sufficiently well developed before NVQ candidates can 

begin. The need to have sufficient numbers of trained assessors means that many are 

being trained in tandem with 'guinea pig' NVQ candidates. The average time needed 

to train an assessor is 18 months, so the process is inevitably slow (85). 

Somerset College of Arts and Technology has already perceived significant 

differences between levels two and three. Level two is too easy for experienced 

library assistants and ought to be aimed at the assistant with a maximum of two 

years' experience. Level three is too difficult for assistants not yet working at a more 

senior level. Level two is therefore seen as proving competency in what is already 

done at work, level three is seen as a more developmental, broadening exercise (86). 

Much time is needed to interpret NVQs. Some of this is due to the jargon used, a 

criticism taken up by the Review of 100 NVQs (87), although the ILS NVQs have 

actually been complemented on their clarity. Somerset found that interpretation of 

level three was still not clear, especially with the Customer Care and Information 

Technology Units (88). 

The need to revive the NVQ qualification after three years has not been fully 

addressed by the ILS sector who are concentrating on getting the scheme up and 

running. However, holders of the qualification will very soon be at this stage (89). 

The profession again feels threatened. NVQs are another challenge to the 

professional status oflibrarians. There is already conflict with some library 

professionals at level three. They are refusing to assess the cataloguing and 

classification elements, arguing that this is 'professional' work (90). 
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The employer-led focus ofNVQs has attracted criticism from the ILS sector. 

Wilson in particular has highlighted the possible conflicts between employer demands 

and professional development (91). 

There is concern that levels 4 and 5 should not replace the academic route to 

professional qualifications. BAILER currently shares this worry (92). Wilson 

argues that they represent a short-term, 'watered-down' training as opposed to an 

education that offers a long-term professional grounding (93). Related to this fear is 

that NVQs do not sufficiently emphasise the importance of knowledge and 

understanding. Although the Review of 100 NVQs stated that NCVQ/SCOTEC 

believed knowledge and understanding to be of great importance (94), there is no 

prescribed way to deliver it; some employers prefer to provide it entirely 'in-house', 

for example Surrey (95), others are using existing qualifications, e.g. Somerset (96). 

However, the provision of underpinning knowledge and understanding for levels 

four and five is still under debate (97). 

The second aspect to this professional scepticism is that librarians may feel that once 

they are qualified, they have no need for another qualification (98). 

Irving argues that NVQs complement professional education and are the necessary 

proof of competence, not provided by academic qualifications (99). Professionals 

are already going down this route with the Professional Development Report. 

Although the professional debate does not directly affect paraprofessionals working 

in paraprofessional posts, it does revive the old insecurities. Some paraprofessionals 

may hope to make the transition into professional employment. ILS NVQ level four 

appears to be the 'cross over' between paraprofessional and professional. The 

literature remains vague as to whom level four is intended, but it is promoted as 

being within the scope of paraprofessionals (100). 
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Paraprofessionals, however, would have to be doing the work at level four to be able 

to prove competency in the qUalificati.on. This may provide hope for those who are 

already employed in professional posts who do not have professional qualifications. 

There may be the possibility that the Library Association will accept NVQs as a basis 

for Associateship as Wilson fears (101). 

Alternatives to NVQs 

If some paraprofessionals are looking for a career progression which includes entry 

into the profession, or are employed in 'professional' posts and are looking to 

'legitimise' their position, there are now many different academic routes available 

which include part-time and distance learning options. For example, the Department 

ofInformation and Library Studies at the University of Wales, Aberystwyth has an 

Open Learning Unit offering modular undergraduate and postgraduate programmes 

(102). 

At the same time the City and Guilds 7370 Library and Information Assistant's 

Certificate has adapted to complement the ILS NVQ . Somerset College of Arts and 

Technology has also developed post -City and Guilds courses including School 

Library and Learning Resource Centre Management and Supervisory Management 

for Senior Library Assistants. It is this relationship that is now examined. 
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4 ILS NVQs and the City and Guilds 7370 Library and 

Information Assistants Certificate (LIAC) 

Roger Bone of City and Guilds recognised that the demise of the BTEC National 

Certificate in Library Work has opened up a gap in the market for paraprofessional 

qualifications that a newly revised 7370 scheme might fill (103). 

As Administration Officer for Library Examinations, he recognised the importance of 

practical assessment (104). As discussed in the earlier section of this review, the 

syllabus had already been reorganised in the 1980s to take account of employers' 

demands for a more practical bias. The candidate logbook of assessed practical 

tasks was to some extent pre-empting the NVQ portfolio of evidence. 

From 1997, the newly revised certificate will be re-structured into four units to 

closely 'link-in' with ILS NVQ levels 2 and 3 without losing its integrity as a 

qualification in its own right. Appendix 7 shows the new structure. The syllabus 

will contain more practical written assignments, added to current coursework 

requirements. This is balanced by the loss of some examination questions (105). 

The City and Guilds certificate will cover all of the units in the ILS NVQ level two 

and nine (nearly all) in level three. It is intended that the certificate will particularly 

relate to level three by providing the underpinning knowledge required in customer 

care and communication skills (106). 

Bone has outlined in more detail the way in which each new unit links in with NVQ 

levels two and three in a recent article (107). It is interesting to note that 'quality 

assurance' procedures have been introduced in line with NVQ practice. 
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The new scheme will not come into operation until 1997. However, the existing 

City and Guilds certificate has already. been linked with ILS NVQs at Somerset 

College of Arts and Technology (108). 

Linking the City and Guilds LIAC·and NVQs in practice 

Somerset College has become the principal centre for paraprofessional education in 

the south-west since 1990. They have become experienced in delivering the City and 

Guilds 7370 Certificate and their own post-City and Guilds qualifications on a 

distance-learning modular basis to a geographically dispersed market. 

Introducing ILS NVQs 

ILS NVQs at levels two and three fitted in well with their existing paraprofessional 

courses and they became the first college to offer them to the paraprofessional 

workforce. The college was able to get ILS NVQs up and running relatively quickly 

by taking a consortium approach. The college became the RSA validated assessment 

centre, undertaking the training of assessors (competent library personnel) supplied 

by employers in the consortium. Somerset believe that this approach is particularly 

beneficial to libraries and library authorities with little experience ofNVQ and 

assessor awards. They can quickly put themselves into a position of assessing their 

own staff without going through the rigorous exercise of becoming an assessment 

centre in their own right (109). 
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The rationale for linking the City and Guilds and ILS NVQ qualifications 

Early on, Somerset decided to use the City and Guilds LIAC as the theoretical 

underpinning for ILS NVQ level two. Students on the City and Guilds 7370 were 

offered the chance to be entered for level two during the course. Because many 

students had limited workplace experience, level two seemed the most appropriate. 

Level three was offered to students on the colleges own post-City and Guilds 

certificated courses. It was felt strongly that both ILS NVQs required a theoretical 

underpinning, but this was especially important at level three (110). Linking the City 

and Guilds course with ILS NVQs to provide underpinning theoretical knowledge 

has the broad support of the City and Guilds Institute, the RSA and ILS Lead Body. 

(1ll)(112). 

The course timetable 

The thinking behind NVQs is that they should be 'candidate-led'. The qua1ification 

should be achieved at the candidates own pace. The college requires that the City 

and Guilds timetable is followed. There is therefore a student intake twice a year 

and the course lasts one academic year. Anne Totterdell, Senior Library Education 

Tutor at Somerset College, argues that at NVQ level two there is not too great a , 

work load; candidates have only two hours extra added on to their City and Guilds 

course each week and the dual qualification is still achievable in one academic year 

(the City and Guilds timetable). NVQ level three takes up to eighteen months to 

complete and therefore requires extra commitment (in terms of work time spent on 

assessment and college fees). Totterd~ll believes that the one candidate not taking 

the dual qualifications is struggling to acquire sufficient 'underpinning knowledge' at 

NVQ level two however, it is not compulsory to take the two qualifications together 

(113). 
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Other benefits 

The decision to unite the two qualifications was also a financial one. The City and 

Guilds course attracts less FEFC (Further Education Funding Council) funding than 

NVQs. However, Roger Bone of City and Guilds states that the newly revised 

7370 LIAC will attract increased funding. 

There is already a cross-over between practical assessed work for the City and 

Guilds course and NVQ level two. The college accepts some C&G logbook 

evidence as evidence for the NVQ. 

The college is obviously keen to continue to offer the two qualifications as one 

package. They offer NVQs at reduced cost if linked with the City and Guilds and 

post-C&G courses (114). 

The future 

The City and Guilds Institute and Somerset College believe that uniting the two 

qualifications is possible. There are strong marketing arguments for linking the two. 

There are also obvious academic and financial benefits. The partnership is a 

tentative one. 

Somerset accept that the City and Guilds course is the only nationally recognised 

paraprofessional qualification now in existence but recognise that it has limitations as 

a vehicle for providing theoretical underpinning knowledge for NVQs. Somerset are 

fully prepared to offer their own alternative course in place of the City and Guilds 

should it become financially unattractive and be withdrawn (115). 
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City and Guilds have recognised the need to change and adapt to the NVQ concept 

of assessed standards of competence yet believe that there is a place for a more 

theoretical paraprofessional qualification. They very much had the Somerset 

partnership in mind when they revised the syllabus (116). 

Totterdell believed that the way forward is to find a balance between the theoretical 

elements of the City and Guilds LIAC and ILS NVQs. Together they would 

strengthen paraprofessional education and training. At the same time NVQs are 

opening up new career opportunities for paraprofessionals by creating expertise in 

assessment and training (117). 
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Chapter 4 

Results of the para-professional questionnaire 

and employer/trainer's interviews 

1 Para professional questionnaire 

Response 

The 62% response was fairly encouraging, although it was hoped that it would be 

higher as a stamped addressed envelope was enclosed for replies. Twenty-five (81%) 

respondents indicated that they would be willing to participate in a follow-up 

interview over the telephone. 

Age 

The majority of respondents (36%) were aged 41-45. Twenty-seven (87%) 

respondents were over 30 years of age. Although it is accepted that the sample was 

knowingly biased, it may be argued that this does accurately reflect the age range of 

those employees looking at SINVQs as a qualification. The 'SINVQ and you' 

seminar was open to all interested individuals but the majority of people attending 

app eared to be over 30. 

The one delegate that 'stood out' from the rest was a library assistant, under 20 years 

of age. 

Sex 

Twenty-nine (94%) respondents were female, two were male. It is interesting to 

note that only one of the male respondents was in a paraprofessional post; the other 

was in a senior managerial position. 
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Job title 

The range of job titles reflected the diversity of library and infonnation jobs 

available. Although this questionnaire was aimed at paraprofessional staff, a broad 

range of people felt able to respond. It became clear that not all 1ibrarians' had 

professional library and infonnation service qualifications. 

Nine respondents had the title of 'Library Assistant', there was also one 'Library 

Infonnation Assistant' and a 'Learning Resources Assistant'. These could be grouped 

together at the same level as they do not suggest supervisory responsibility. 

However, there is the possibility that the job title does not adequately reflect the 

level of responsibility in the job, or the respondents' perceptions of their worth. For 

example, one 'Library Assistant' in a school library and one in a medical library 

believed they might aim at a level 4 NVQ. 

Eight respondents were designated as 'Senior Library Assistants'. It may also be 

argued that a 'Resource Centre Supervisor', 'Library Manager' and 'Library 

Supervisor' were at the same level, with day-to-day responsibility for the 

management of their service points. All respondents considering NVQs stated that 

they were aiming at level 3 or 4. 

The remaining respondents had interesting job titles. There were three 'Librarians' 

and one 'Teacher/ Librarian', all based in secondary or further education, who did not 

possess professional library and infonnation service qualifications. One was 

considering an 'M. Lib.' qualification, another had been given the post on condition 

that she obtained NVQ level 4 or a degree in library and infonnation studies. Two 

librarians were waiting to begin their NVQs (possibly at level 4), encouraged by their 

employers, but were frustrated by the lack of an assessment centre in their area. 
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Two 'Information Officers' replied to the questionnaire. Both were studying for a 

diploma in library and information studies (their description) and were not sure that 

LIS NVQs would be relevant to their present posts. 

A personnel officer in the leisure services department of a local authority replied to 

the questionnaire, although possessing a Diploma in Library and Information 

Studies. It is interesting to see that this is a 'para-professional' post in that the 

respondent at that time was not working as a professional librarian, but was in a 

supporting role in the library service. This person had a training role and was 

working toward the Training and Development Lead Body's Human Resource 

Development NVQ. The respondent was later interviewed as a trainer and not as a 

paraprofessional. 

A 'Principal Librarian' replied to the questionnaire. This person attended the 

seminar, but chose not to pass the questionnaire on to. a paraprofessional, as the 

covering letter suggested, but to answer it personally. Although having the job title 

'Principal Librarian' the respondent did not have a library and information service 

qualification but instead had a Diploma in MunicipaJ Administration and was 

undecided as to whether a level 5 LIS NVQ would be relevant. 
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Department/Organisation 

Table 3 shows the breakdown by orgll!lisation of the thirty-one replies to the 

questionnaire, the total number of questionnaires sent out in each sector is given in 

brackets. 

Table 3 
Replies by organisation 

Organisation Replies Sent out 

Business 0 (1) 

Col\ege ofF.E. 5 (13) 

Health Authority 2 (4) 

Local Authority 7 (13) 

Personal Address 0 (2) 

Secondary School 6 (6) 

University 9 (9) 

Voluntary Organisation 2 (2) 

Despite the bias towards local authority public libraries and colleges of further 

education, it can be seen from table... that the percentage response rate from these 

organisations was 54% and 38% respectively. All the delegates from university 

libraries responded as did those from secondary schools. The reasons why there was 

such a good response rate will be discussed later. 
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Post-16 qualifications 

The results show that paraprofessionals have a varied and fairly highly educated 

background. 94% of respondents had post-16 qualifications. As can be seen from 

Table 4 overleaf, sixteen (52%) respondents had one or more GCE A-levels. Eight 

(26%) had first degrees. These were in subjects including Textile Design, Business 

Studies, Education and Social Science. Nine (29%) respondents had the City and 

Guilds Library and Information Assistants Certificate. No respondent stated they 

had the BTEC National Certificate in Library Studies, however three had other 

ONCIHNC qualifications. One respondent had access to a post-City and Guilds 

management course for senior library assistants. Several qualifications reflect earlier 

occupations, e.g. teaching, hairdressing. Notably, three respondents had chosen to 

study for post-graduate library qualifications. At least one was studying on a part

time basis whilst currently employed. What might be seen as significant is that in 

total, only twelve respondents (39%) had an information and library qualification of 

any sort. 
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Table 4 

Post-16 qualifications 

GCE A-levels 

NVQs (Customer Services or Assessor awards) 

RSA 

City and Guilds Library and Information 

16 

5 

Assistants' Certificate 9 

BTEC ONCIHNC (not library studies) 2 

ONCIHNC Public Administration I 

Diploma in Municipal Administration I 

Management for Senior Library Assistants (Telford College) I 

First Degree 8 

Postgraduate Diploma in Library and Information Studies 3 

Postgraduate Diploma in Special Needs Education 

Teaching Diploma 

Cert. Ed. 

Other qualifications 

City and Guilds Ladies Hairdressing 

City and Guilds Word Processing 

City and Guilds Initial Teaching Certificate: Adult Literacy 

Open College Network Credits 

South African Matriculation 
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Reasons why library and information service qualifications were chosen. 

This was an open question, inviting conunents. Not all respondents could answer this 

question but the conunents of those that did are given here as they are written. 

"I chose it to be able to further my career prospects". 

(Public library supervisor with the City and Guilds LIAC) 

"Because I got a job in information". 

(Information Officer studying for a postgraduate library diploma) 

"No other qualification except degree available" . 

(Senior library assistant, academic library with the City and Guilds LIAC and post

C&G qualification) 

"Because it is relevant to my job". 

(Senior library assistant, college ofF.E. with City and Guilds LL<\C) 

"A more practical course based on what you do rather than what you learn 

from books" 

(Senior library assistant, academic library with the City and Guilds LIAC) 

"There was very little choice available for library assistants wishing to 

increase their knowledge/understanding of the job at the time I 

chose .. "[sentence not finished]. 

(Senior library assistant, public library with City and Guilds LIAC) 

"As a condition ofa training place I was on". 

(Library assistant, colIege ofF.E. with City and Guilds LIAC) 
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"Course was offered to the library team as half-day release by the college" . 

(Library assistant, college ofF.E. with City and Guilds LIAC) 

"It was the only option offered by my employers i.e. day release". 

(Library assistant, academic library with City and Guilds LIAC) 

"To help with my job & improve my qualifications". 

(Public library supervisor with City and Guilds LIAC) 

It can be seen that many respondents felt that they had little choice of which 

qualification to take, and that it was often the employer who dictated what was 

available. Some respondents felt that their qualification was essential to their present 

job and would enhance their future careers. It was interesting to see that one 

respondent studied for the City and Guilds certificate as part of a training package. 
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Relevance ofthe information and library qualification to current employment 

Comments were invited and included the following: 

"As I took my library qualification in 1982-83 I feel that it is not now very 

relevant to my present job". 

(public library supervisor with City and Guilds LIAC) 

"Essential" . 

(Information officer studying for library diploma) 

"Minimal". 

(Information officer with a library diploma) 

"Has helped me a lot in the past. In my present job the qualification and 

experience has made the setting up of routines, rotas etc. much easier. I have 

acquired a good knowledge oflibrarianship again [with po~t-City and Guilds 

management for senior library assistants course 1 because I learned the basics 

with C&G and then by experience". 

(Senior library assistant, academic library with City and Guilds LlAC and post C&G 

course) 

"Very relevant - it has given me not only an appropriate qualification but also 

a good understanding of all types oflibrary and info work". 

(Senior library assistant, college ofF.E. with City and Guilds LlAC) 

"Not particularly. Need much more on computerised libraries". 

(Senior library assistant, academic library with C&G LlAC) 

"Because it was so long ago I think that the City and Guilds does not have 

much relevance". 
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(Senior library assistant, public library) 

"Very". 

(Library Assistant, college of F .E. with City and Guilds LIAC) 

"Relevant even though at present I do not do very much actual library work 

but a lot of the course was still relevant to the learning centre position". 

(Library assistant, college ofF.E. with City and Guilds LIAC) 

"Not very relevant for an academic library, more useful if you work in a 

public library". 

(Library assistant, academic library with City and Guilds LIAC) 

"Very relevant, any new knowledge gained can enhance my dealings with 

enquiries" . 

(Public library supervisor with City and Guilds LIAC) 

Six out of eleven respondents who answered this question felt that their qualification 

was still relevant. It is interesting to note that the two information officers had 

different views as to the value of their library qualification. Two respondents felt 

that as the City and Guilds qualification was taken so long ago it had lost its 

relevance. One respondent felt that the City and Guilds LIAC lacked relevance 

because it did not sufficiently cover information technology in the syllabus. 
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Reasons why respondents did not have an information or library qualification. 

This again was an open question inviting comments. A selection of these are given as 

written: 

"No courses available until possibly now". 

(Library assistant, secondary school) 

"Employer financing, not enough time, other commitments, studying for 

other qualifications at present". 

(Library assistant, health authority) 

"I did not want to travel for the City and Guilds". 

(Library assistant, academic library) 

"Have been refused day or part day release to do BTEC HNC". 

(Senior library assistant, college ofH&F.E.) 

"Other than a degree at night school, nothing was relevant, 1 would not get a 

qualification as an assistant because it would not benefit". 

(Senior library assistant, secondary school) 

The reluctance to travel to college for the City and Guilds certificate was given by 

two respondents. Six respondents cited coming into libraries as a second career as 

reason why they had no formal library qualifications. One respondent had not 

thought oflibraries as a career until working as a library assistant and now intends to 

study for an M.A. in library and information studies, another has been given a post of 

site librarian with the proviso that a degree, or NVQ level 4 is taken. It can also be 

seen from the comment above that at least one senior library assistant is aiming for 

something higher than a paraprofessional qualification. 
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Not all employers are willing to send assistants on to day-release courses and lack of 

money was given as a factor by one n;spondent. One respondent cited family and 

personal commitments as the sole reason why qualifications were not taken, although 

two others referred to other commitments as a factor. A temporary contract was 

given as a reason by one respondent who wasn't sure if a course would be 

appropriate. 

The question on in-house training was next on the questionnaire but it is more 

appropriate to examine these results later. At this point it is worth looking at the 

results of the questions on National Vocational Qualifications and comparing them 

with the responses to the above questions on other qualifications. 
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Information and Library services National Vocational Qualifications 

Table 5 

Number ofrespondents considering ILS NVQs 

Response 

Yes 

No 

Don't know 

Total 

Table 6 

Number 

17 

8 

6 

31 

Level ofNVQ being considered 

Level Number 

2 3 

3 5 

3/4 5 

4 2 

4/5 I 

5 1 

Total 17 

% 

55 

26 

19 

lOO 

0/0 

18 

29 

29 

12 

6 

6 

lOO 

In addition, two respondents were taking the Customer Service NVQ, level three. 

As can be seen from Tables 5 and 6, a majority ofrespondents (55%) are 

considering ILS NVQs, most of which are at levels 3 or 4. It is interesting to note 

that the existing Customer services NVQ is already being taken by two college 

library assistants. One respondent was taking the Training and Development Lead 

Body's D32/33 assessor awards. 
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Of the nine respondents with the City and Guilds LIAC, two are considering ILS 

NVQs at levels 3 or 4, two don't know and three are not considering the ILS NVQ. 

The remaining two are taking the Customer services NVQ mentioned above. 

Of the nineteen (61 %) respondents without a library qualification, thirteen are 

considering ILS NVQs: three at level two, nine at levels three or four and one at 

levels four or five. Three respondents are not considering NVQs (but one is 

considering an M.A. in Library and Information Studies), three don't know (of these, 

one may consider ILS NVQ level 5, another is considering an M.Lib degree). 

It can quite clearly be seen from the results that ILS NVQs may fill a gap in 

paraprofessional training however, one respondent added the comment that she is 

" ... frustrated as nothing [i.e. ILS NVQs] has been established in [my 

area] yet". 

Reasons why respondents are not taking, or don't know whether to take ILS 

NVQs 

This was an open question to discover respondents' own opinions. The reasons why 

the six respondents without library qualifications are not, or don't know whether to 

take NVQs has been mentioned above. It appears that postgraduate library and 

information programmes are seen to some as the most appropriate course. One 

respondent continued: 

" I felt NVQs were too involved for the reward". 

One college learning resources assistant stated her reservations: that no decisions 

[by her employer] had been taken about assistance within the job whilst doing an 

NVQ; the cost was not known early on; and there ·was no assurance that NVQs 

would be recognised against degrees. 
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There is an interesting mix of comments from the five respondents with library 

qualifications not considering ILS NY.Qs, or undecided. Some of these comments 

are worth quoting. 

"I don't think NVQs will be beneficial to me. When I attended the seminar 

['NVQs and You'] I felt that the methods were very 'bitty' and time 

consuming. I felt that I would be proving I could do things I had been doing 

for years. I certainly didn't think that my job prospects would be enhanced in 

any way". 

(Senior library assistant, academic library with City and Guilds LIAC and post-City 

and Guilds management for senior library assistants qualification) 

This comment is echoed by another library assistant in an academic library: 

"There would be no real benefit to me or my employer because I feel it 

would duplicate what I have done for my City and Guilds qualification". 

One respondent felt that libraries would not accept NVQs as promotion and has 

therefore opted to take a degree. Two respondents were also not sure that ILS 

NVQs would be relevant to their posts. Another respondent stated that she was not 

sure that her authority was going to be involved in NVQs. 

Reasons why ILS NVQs have been chosen. How will they enhance present 

employment? 

These were also open questions inviting comment. They are best examined together. 

The two respondents with City and Guilds qualifications gave their reasons as 

follows: 

[There was] " ... a possibility of obtaining a qualification equivalent to a 

professional one without having to give up work". It won't enhance present 

employment "but will at least show a willingness to try to improve one's prospects". 
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The second stated: "It is a work-based qualification which draws on the knowledge 

one has already and offers a choice of.units. There is more relevance to work and it 

will be of more use when applying for jobs in different fields". "It will increase 

knowledge and understanding of the work undertaken". 

The thirteen respondents without library qualifications gave a variety of reasons why 

they chose NVQs and how relevant they would be to their present employment. 

Five respondents chose ILS NVQs because they were work-based and could be 

taken 'on the job'. Five respondents also liked the fact that NVQs were closely 

related to their present job. The ability to "study at your own pace" was quoted by 

one respondent, another cited "flexibility" as the main reason. NVQs suited one 

respondent's domestic arrangements. Three respondents felt that NVQs would give 

them a professional 'paper' qualification. Two respondents said it was the only 

qualification available to them, two also stated that their authority was no longer 

offering City and Guilds and that ILS NVQs were now the favoured qualification. 

Four respondents believed that NVQs would improve their current work practices, 

consolidate existing skills and identifY future training needs. Three respondents 

believed ILS NVQs would lead to future promotion whilst another thought it might 

lead to more money but not career progression. 
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Comparison of ILS NVQs with other information and library qualifications 

Eighteen (58%) respondents chose to answer this question, whether or not they were 

considering taking ILS NVQs. Two respondents who were taking NVQs chose not 

to answer. The question was in the form oftick boxes. Some respondents left boxes 

blank, possibly as a don't know. Others chose to make comments at the side. 

The results are given in tabulated form below. 

Table 7 

Comparison ofILS NVQs with other LIS qualifications 

Characteristics Better than other quals. Same Not as good Total 

Flexibility 15 2 0 17 

Suitability to own 

commitments \3 3 I 17 

Financial cost (own) 6 9 0 15 

Time studying p/w 12 3 ~ 18 -' 

Time on practical work! 

portfolio p/w 9 5 ~ 17 -' 

Total time on the course 12 5 I 18 

Work time on the course p/w II 5 I 17 

Own time on course p/w 9 4 3 16 

Relevance to your job I1 7 0 18 

Recognition as an ILS 

qualification 5 7 5 17 

Value as a qualification 

in own right (transferability) I1 3 4 18 

As can be seen from table 7 , the majority of respondents believed that NVQS would 

offer more flexibility. and would be more suitable to their commitments. 
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Three fifths (nine) respondents believed that personal financial costs would be the 

same, although six believed they would be better. One respondent commented that 

employers usually paid expenses. 

Two thirds of respondents believed that NVQs would be better in relation to time 

spent stUdying each week and nine out of seventeen felt that NVQs would be better 

in terms of time spent on practical work or portfolio. Two thirds of respondents 

believed that NVQs were an improvement on the total time spent on other LIS 

courses. Eleven out of seventeen believed that NVQs were better in relation to work 

time spent on the qualification each week. Nine out of sixteen respondents felt that 

NVQs would be better in personal time spent the qualification each week. 

One respondent pointed out the vagueness of these questions, asking exactly what 

was better: more, or less time on a qualification? The point is taken. It would have 

been better to be more precise. The aim was to discover whether NVQs would be 

more adaptable than day-release to work and personal timetables and be thus more 

attractive. It appears that the responses may suggest this. 

Eleven out of eighteen respondents felt that ILS NVQs would be more relevant to 

their jobs. It is interesting to note that opinion is divided on whether ILS i'<'VQs are 

better than existing qualifications. It appears that opinion is generally favourable, 

with five respondents believing NVQs will be better and seven believing recognition 

will be about the same. However, a sizeable minority (five) think they will not be· as 

well recognised. One respondent believed that ILS NVQs were a better practical 

qualification but were academically not as good and there was room for both types. 

The majority also believe that the ILS NVQ has value as a qualification in itself and 

may be transferable to other occupations. 
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In-house training 

Only three out of the thirty-one respondents stated that they had received no in

house training over the last two years. One is in a temporary post, one is studying for 

a postgraduate diploma in library and information studies and the third has taken a 

City and Guilds Adult Trainers qualification. The overwhelming majority of 

paraprofessionals therefore have access to a range of training courses. The number 

of courses attended varies considerably. One respondent lists ten, another, only one. 

Two assistants from a college ofF.E. state that their in-house training is part of a 

total developmental package which includes the City and Guilds LIAC and NVQs. 

Several respondents without LIS qualifications have attended in-house training 

relevant to their posts such as information technology skills, customer service skills, 

careers information and 'library awareness'. 

Experienced senior library assistants have had supervisory skills training, information 

handling, reference and enquiry training, customer care and introductions to the 

Internet. In addition, two respondents mentioned that they had been sent to 

conferences related to their work. 

Finally, respondents were asked what support for training were they getting from 

their employer/trainer: twenty-five (81 %) received financial support in the form of 

fees and expenses, although only eleven (36%) were given time off work. Twenty 

(65%) stated they were given in-house training this is in contradiction to the 90% 

who had earlier listed their in-house training. Seventeen (55%) felt that they 

received active encouragement to gain qualifications whilst eleven (35%) thought 

that their employer/trainer gave them 'mora!' support or advice. Eight (26%) had a 

mentor. Three respondents ticked no boxes at all. It appears that the majority of 

employers or trainers support paraprofessionals in their training, even when formal 

qualifications are not available. 
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2 Results of the interview with employers/trainers 

Recognition of ILS-related courses for paraprofessionals 

All three organisations recognised the City and Guilds LlAC as a paraprofessional 

qualification. Indeed, it was the only nationally recognised qualification available in 

the area. Most senior library assistants were expected to have the cenificate. South 

East Derbyshire College was the course provider for the area's public libraries, 

Nottingham and Derbyshire Universities, colleges offunher education and school 

libraries. 

Nottinghamshire County Council and the University of Nottingham were also 

supporting the introduction oflLS NVQs. 

South Nottinghamshire College also offered a range of qualifications to its staff 

including the Customer Services NVQ, 'OCNs' (Open College Network). which 

were 'mini' qualifications similar to NVQ units of competence, and EMFEC (East 

Midlands Funher Education Council) accredited one-day courses. Senior assistants 

were also supported on part-time professional degrees. 

Involvement in supporting the attainment of qualifications. 

All three organisations supponed the attainment of qualifications by paying fees and 

expenses, allowing time off from work and giving general encouragement and 

support. 
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Implementing ILS NVQs 

Both training co-ordinators at Nottinghamshire County Libraries and Nottingham 

University are keen to offer ll-S NVQs. The South Nottinghamshire College trainer 

has no plans to offer ll-S NVQs at his own centre and remains committed to the 

Customer Services NVQ for which he is co-ordinator. South East Derbyshire 

College will offer the ll-S NVQs. 

It is apparent that there are two approaches to implementing ll-S NVQs. The 

training co-ordinator at Nottingham University has no prior experience ofNVQs and 

is working with South East Derbyshire College's library tutor. South Eeast 

Derbyshire College will become the Assessment Centre for Nottingham University. 

The University's training co-ordinator is working towards becoming an assessor and 

candidates have been found to be the 'guinea pigs' for the new qualification at level 2. 

Notts. County Libraries is taking a different approach. It is working towards 

becoming an assessment centre in its own right. It already is an assessment centre 

for Administration Standards, and the training co-ordinator is an internal verifier. 

Both trainers expect that the underpinning knowledge at ll-S NVQ level 2 will be 

supplied entirely 'in-house' without input from a college of Further Education. 

NottinghatnShire County Libraries will offer level 3, but have not considered who 

will provide the required theoretical base. 

All three organisations have run information days on ll-S NVQs and have interested 

candidates. 
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Interviewees felt that ILS NVQs may raise the profile oflibrary and information 

work generally by showing how particular aspects ofthe service, e.g. information 

technology and customer service relate to other occupations. Certain skills may then 

become more transferable. The Nottinghamshire County Libraries training co

ordinator felt that ILS NVQs will not allow a progression from paraprofessional to 

professional in libraries as they are based on a candidate's current job. There will still 

be a barrier at level 3/4. 

The training co-ordinator for Nottinghamshire County Libraries believes that 

employers are still not wholly committed to the NVQ concept. She suggests that 

there have been misunderstandings and bad publicity surrounding college-based 

NVQs and the NVQ jargon is putting off potential supporters. 

Comparison of ILS NVQs with other para professional qualifications 

The Nottinghamshire County Libraries training co-ordinator has a personal belief 

that the City and Guilds LIAC will 'die' once ILS NVQs are more commonly 

available. NVQs appeal to candidates because they do not require examinations to be 

taken and are flexible, particularly suiting part-time staffin terms of the time and 

commitment required. Employers will value them because employees will be trained 

and assessed in the workplace against a national standard. The Nottinghamshire 

County Libraries training co-ordinator predicts that the City and Guilds syllabus will 

become obsolete and is making a comparison of the two qualifications this year 

(1996), but doubts whether the City and Guilds will continue to be offered. 
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The Nottingham University Libraries co-ordinator recognises that some 

paraprofessional staff seem to prefer the City and Guilds qualification because it is 

seen as more academic, requiring day-release and examinations. NVQs seem to be 

preferred by older women with family commitments who do not want to return to 

college, who fear examinations, or cannot spare time for study. 

South East Derbyshire College is hoping that the City and Guilds LIAC and ILS 

NVQs will complement each other and they will able to offer a flexible package of 

options to employers. 

Other views 

The information scientist for an industrial company in Leicestershire commented that 

he did not think ILS NVQs would be relevant to his information unit staff as they 

were already well qualified, having subject degrees, if not ILS qualifications. Another 

Research and Information Service attached to a large company stated that 

continuous restructuring and upheavals within the organisation prevented them from 

developing formal training programmes for their staff 

The libraries training co-ordinator for another of Nottingham's universities felt that 

ILS NVQs would not be relevant to paraprofessional.staff with the City and Guilds 

qualification but admitted that the ILS NVQ concept had not yet been seriously 

studied. 
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General impression 

Chapter 5 

Discussion and analysis 

The overall impression from the questionnaire and interviews is that there is a gap in 

the market for another paraprofessional qualification that complements rather than 

competes with existing schemes. Paraprofessionals have a need for a progressive 

qualification and employers are beginning to recognise that ILS NVQs have 

relevance to their workforce. 

Who are paraprofessionals? 

The study was not on a large enough scale to make too many generalisations but it 

appears that the questionnaire results agree with the literature in that 

paraprofessionals are mostly female. It is notable however, that the majority of 

respondents were over thirty years of age and educated to A-level standard or 

higher. Several had come into the ILS sector as a second career and some had 

previously been educated to professional level (e.g. teachers). Senior library 

assistants and library managers were highly motivated and took a 'professional' 

approach to their work which the literature suggests is not recognised. Results 

suggest that this type of paraprofessional will be particularly responsive to the ILS 

NVQ concept. 
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What paraprofessionals want from a qualification 

From the study it appears that paraprpfessionals want a progressive qualification, or 

set of qualifications, that provide evidence of what they currently do whilst allowing 

for career progression up to, and including professional level. It is not evident that 

paraprofessionals want a parallel career structure, different from that of 

professionals, as suggested by the literature. They do want a flexible mode of study 

that recognises that many cannot be released from work, or have other 

commitments. The City and Guilds qualification does not deliver any of this. 

BTEC National in Information and Library Studies. 

The BTEC National award has gone. As no respondent had taken this qualification 

and the one interested assistant had been refused the opportunity, the evidence 

seems to confirm the literature that suggested that employers were not willing to 

invest in sending employees on a course with so little ILS content. The question 

why employers and the profession did not value the BTEC National has still not· been 

adequately answered and probably never will now it has been discontinued. 

The City and Guilds LIAC 

The number of respondents to the questionnaire with the City and Guilds LIAC was 

notably small (29%). It appears that not all paraprofessionals have access to the 

qualification because of the lack of availability in the area or because their employers 

are not willing to release them from work. It is notable that no paraprofessional 

stated that they had taken the course, or had considered taking it by a distance 

learning route. However, one senior library assistant had studied for a post City and 

Guilds qualification from Telford College, Edinburgh, perhaps by this method. 

The results suggest that the City and Guilds LIAC is perceived to have merit as a 

paraprofessional qualification, but this is not unanimous. 
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Some believe it is better than nothing; it is taken because it is the only qualification 

available in the area, or the only one recognised by employers. The qualification 

does suit some paraprofessionals who can relate it to their work. The City and 

Guilds Institute has listened to some of the criticisms about the syllabus and is, for 

example, reviewing its information technology content. It is notable that in the 

review of the scheme, City and Guilds plan to introduce far more practical rather 

than written assessment, a move away from the 'academic' approach. 

The City and Guilds LIAC does have limited promotional value, being required by 

some employers for senior library assistant posts. However, the City and Guilds 

LIAC does not enable paraprofessionals to progress to professional posts, nor does 

it help those who are working in professional posts without ILS qualifications. It 

was clear from the survey, that many paraprofessionals were looking for a 

qualification that would enable them to be recognised as professionals by other 

professionals and employers. 

ILSNVQs 

There appears to be increasing interest in the qualification from paraprofessionals 

and employers. ILS NVQs appear to fill a gap in the market for paraprofessional 

qualifications. The ILS Lead Body has an on-going programme of information 

seminars to introduce the concept to all sectors of the information and library 

services. The qualification is very much at the developmental stage. Levels 2-4 are 

now available, although it appears that levels 2 and 3 will be most readily available to 

paraprofessionals for the foreseeable future. It appears that demand may outstrip the 

supply of assessment centres and asse,sors at this early stage. 
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The trainers interviewed had enthusiasm for the NVQ concept and were 

instrumental in establishing the qualification in their library services. Employers are 

still cautious about totally committing themselves to the NVQ concept. Take-up is 

therefore patchy. Some employers may adopt a 'wait and see' attitude that could 

frustrate potential paraprofessional candidates. However, it appears that where 

employees take the initiative and campaign for the introduction ofNVQs, as in 

Surrey, employers are persuaded as to their value. It is notable that there is more 

than one NVQ that has relevance to library and information services and that 

employers have to look carefully at which standard applies to their particular service. 

ILS NVQs are aimed at meeting the needs of employers who have to respond to 

changing patterns of work and the increasingly sophisticated provision of 

information. Employers are increasingly recognising the benefits oftime and money 

invested in creating a flexible and adaptable workforce able to question what they do 

and understand why they are doing it. It appears that employers who ignore NVQs 

do so to their own disadvantage. 

Because NVQs do not require time off in the form of day release they may be a big 

selling point to employers. However, employers must recognise that NVQs require 

a high level of organisation and support during work time and that staff have to be 

released from other duties to assess and be assessed. 

NVQs are perceived as being more flexible and accessible because they are based in 

the work-place. Employees can work at their own pace and take as long as they need 

(within reason) to gain the qualification. NVQs may suit more mature workers who 

have not studied for some years. They also do not require candidates to study in 

their own time or to travel to a college. ILS NVQs may remove the considerable 

barriers to education and training felt by some female employees. 
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The study suggests that because NVQs evidence what is already being done in a job, 

paraprofessionals working at a higher level, or those in 'professional' posts see NVQs 

as a way of getting their skills recognised by employers and the library profession in 

general. It remains to be seen how this works in practice. The literature suggests 

that many professionals would feel threatened if this did happen. 

National Vocational Qualifications have a 'shelf-life' of three years which will ensure 

that they remain relevant to the j ob being performed however, it does not appear that 

employers have considered the need to renew them periodically. At the same time, 

at least one paraprofessional appreciated that the amount of work involved was 

insufficiently rewarded in terms of the value of the qualification. There still appears 

to be much more value placed on qualifications that do not expire, even though they 

may lose their relevance over time. 

There seems to be some confusion as to the extent of NVQs transferability. It 

appears that to some this means that they will allow greater flexibility between ILS 

jobs. To others it means that there may be proven competency in skills, e.g. 

customer care that will be relevant to other occupations. It is too early to see how 

this will develop but both seem possible and will certainly raise the profile of 

information and library work as one trainer suggested. 
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ILS NVQs are still very much at the developmental stage. Although thay have been 

'field tested' and are now being introquced across the country they have not been 

established long enough for firm conclusions to be drawn about their recognition as a 

paraprofessional qualification. The study has shown that paraprofessionals are 

uncertain about their value compared with other qualifications although opinion is 

generally favourable. ILS NVQs may have to become much more widely available 

before paraprofessionals feel able to compare them properly. It may be that having 

seen the equivocal way in which employers and professionals have treated other 

paraprofessional qualifications, paraprofessionals are right be cautious. The future of 

the ILS NVQ does depend on the attitude of employers and professionals. 

The 'professional' debate as to how ILS NVQs relate to existing professional 

qualifications and to associateship of the Library Association is a debate in itself 

However, there is a danger that at an insecure profession will again stifle 

paraprofessional educational developments. The evidence suggests that at present 

trainers are avoiding the question of the possible cross-over between 

paraprofessional and professional at level four. Employers may dictate the success, 

or failure of ILS NVQs. Where senior management does not consist of short-sighted 

librarians, keen to preserve their professional status, ILS NVQs may be adopted on a 

large scale and the academic debate on their educational and 'professional' value will 

be just that: academic. 
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The City and Guilds LIAC and ILS NVQs 

From the study, it appears that there JIlay be value in offering the City and Guilds 

qualification and ll-S NVQs in tandem. There is a need for a theoretical base to 

NVQ levels 2 and 3. Whilst larger organisations may feel competent to provide 

education at level 2, there are many smaller units that cannot do this. Furthermore, 

level 3 requires a broader theoretical base that may require input from outside the 

workplace. The current re-structuring of the City and Guilds 7370 syllabus 

recognises this need. 

Somerset College of Arts and Technology's combining of the two courses does offer 

a more comprehensive package of education and training to paraprofessionals which 

appears to be supported by employers. However, there is a danger that by following 

the academic timetable, the NVQ ethos of a candidate-led, flexible approach is lost. 

The interview of trainers suggests that there is still support for a more academic 

qualification which will suit some paraprofessionals. It may be that the City and 

Guilds LIAC needs to target itself more specifically at sections of the market that 

still want an examination-based qualification or cannot offer in-house qualifications 

such as school libraries and other 'one-person' bands. The new City and Guilds 

syllabus may become more attractive now it has gained increased FEFC funding. 

Other options 

From the study, it appears that paraprofessionals wanting to progress to professional 

level are taking the more flexible routes to professional qualification now offered by 

university postgraduate programmes in library and information studies. However, 

not all para professionals that would like to, can afford the time and commitment for 

this, or are supported by their employer. The availability of distance learning 

programmes seems to be one option that will be developed more fully in the future. 
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Conclusion 

At the beginning of this study several questions were raised about the current state 

of paraprofessional education. This study has answered these questions from the 

literature reviewed and the questionnaires and interviews. However it is suggested 

that a more far-reaching study would be of use to those responsible for education 

and training who are having to make difficult choices as to which paraprofessional 

qualifications to support. 

In the campaign to establish ILS NVQs within the ILS sector, there is a danger that 

paraprofessionals will be encouraged to develop higher expectations of a better 

education and career structure than can actually be delivered. It would be a shame 

to see such hopes dashed yet again by employers and the profession. 

A coherent, structured and progressive programme of training and educational 

qualifications available to the most junior paraprofessional and the most senior 

professional is now needed. A selection of nationally recognised qualifications that 

would allow employers and employees to 'pick and mix' to suit their organisational 

and personal requirements should be a reality, not a 'pipe dream'. In the long term 

this is the only way the 'profession' will survive. 
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Approved Centre 

Assessor 

BTEC 

Glossary 

An organisation which has undergone an approval 

process by RSA to offer RSA qualifications (in this 

case NVQs). 

(Terms Used in Vocational Education and Training 

Coventry: RSA, 1994) 

A person with specialist knowledge of an occupation 

or subject area, who is nominated to make 

judgements about a candidate's competence or 

evidence of achievements. May be a workplace 

supervisor, college tutor, trainer or manager. 

(Terms Used in Vocational Education and Training 

Coventry: RSA 1994) 

Business and Technology Education Council. 

Awarding body for the National and Higher National 

Certificates in library and information studies. 
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Certification 

City and Guilds (C&G) 

Competence 

Competence-based 

qualifications 

The Certificate issued by an awarding body such as 

RSA Examinations Board, for either Unites) of, or a 

whole qualification. If some units towards the 

qualification are claimed, then an RSA Certificate is 

issued which lists the Unit titles. If a full qualification 

is achieved, an RSA certificate listing the Units and an 

NCVQIRSA Certificate listing the qualification title 

are awarded. 

(Terms Used in Vocational Education and Training 

Coventry: RSA 1994) 

City and Guilds of London Institute. Examinations 

Board for the 7370 Library and Information Assistants 

Certificate. 

The ability to perform to the standards expected in 

normal employment, not in a training situation. It is 

possible to be competent in certain parts of the job 

whilst not in others. 

(RSA Examinations Board Glossary) 

Qualifications which show what a candidate can do, by 

observing or measuring that person carrying out a 

range of practical activities to prescribed standards. 

(Terms Used in Vocational Education and Training 

Coventry: RSA 1994) 
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Element (of competence) A description of a single task, behaviour or result 

required,to be demonstrated separately, and satisfying 

the requirements of the full set of competences 

described in the industry standards for an occupation; 

several elements may make up a unit of an NVQ. 

(RSA Examinations Board Glossary) 

Evidence 

Lead Body 

Level (of qualification) 

Information which supports judgment about 

achievement. It can be drawn from a range of 

activities and be a variety of types but it must always 

relate directly to the element of competence being 

assessed; how the candidate proves competence. 

(RSA Examinations Board Glossary) 

Representatives for employment or an occupational 

sector who are responsible for establishing the 

standards of competence for qualifications in their 

industry. 

(Terms Used in Vocational Education and Training 

Coventry: RSA 1994) 

The place of a qualification or award in a structure of 

several qualifications or awards in a particular 

vocational area, in terms of the degree of skill and 

. knowledge required and the complexity of the 

occupational roles concerned; the higher the level, the 

more complicated and responsible the job. 

(RSA Examinations Board Glossary) 
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LIAC 

LIS 

NCVQ 

N ationaI Vocational 

Qualifications (NVQs) 

Portfolio 

Standards 

Transferable 

(Transferability) 

Library and Information Assistants Certificate. (City 

and Guil9s 7370). 

Library and Information Services 

National Council for Vocational Qualifications 

National Vocational Qualifications. Competence 

based national qualifications, accredited by NCVQ, 

and incorporated into the NVQ framework. 

(Terms Used in Vocational Education and Training 

Coventry: RSA 1994) 

Materials collected by a candidate, providing detailed 

evidence for claims towards a qualification. 

(Terms Used in Vocational Education and Training 

Coventry: RSA 1994) 

A set of competences expected of an individual 

performing a particular occupational role, expressed in 

terms of outcomes of work activity. 

(RSA Examinations Board Glossary) 

The ability for a competence to be applicable 

in a different environment or use of circumstances 

from the one(s) in which it was first assessed. 

(RSA Examinations Board Glossary) 
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Unit (of competence) A group of elements of competence making up a 

recognisable separate function within an occupation, 

which makes sense to employers as worthy of separate 

certification. The smallest grouping of competences 

which is recognised by NCVQ for separate 

certification and credit transfer. 

(RSA Examinations Board Glossary) 
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Appendix 1 

NATIONAL VOCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS IN THE INFORMATION 
AND LIBRARY SERVICES 

This questionnaire seeks your opinion on the value ofNVQ's in comparison to other qualifications. 
Please comment freely on questions, or tick in the boxes where appropriate. Additional comments may 
be attached on a separate sheet. 
Your personal infonnation will be treated in confidence and you will be quoted anonymously. 

Narne .... __ .......................................................................................................................................... . 

2 

3 

Age (please tick one box) 
20orund.er 21-25 26-30 

o 0 0 
31-35 

o 
36-40 41-45 

o o 
Male 0 F ernale 0 (Please tick one) 

46-50 51-55 56-60 over 60 

o o o o 

4 Job Title ._ ......................................................................................................................................... . 

5 Department and/or Organisation .................................................................................................. .. 

6 What post-I 6 qualifications do you have, or are in the process of obtaining? 

G.C.E.AIeveJ. 0 BTEC 0 
N.V.Q. 0 Degree 0 
R.SA. 0 please specify subject. ....................... . 

City and Gm1ds LIorary Other 0 
Assistarus Certificate 0 (please specify) .................................... . 

7 If you ha ... ., a horary and information service qualifications (eg. City and Guilds, BTEC) why 
did you choose it? 
please comment.. ........... : ............................................................................................................... . 

8 How rel=t do you feel your information or library qualification is to your present job? 
please comment.. ........................................................................................................................... . 

9 If you do not have an information or library qualification what is the reason? (include 
domestic a:; well as employment reasons) 
please comment... ........................................................................................................................... . 

10 Vihar in-heuse training have you attended in the last two years? 
please 
specify .................................................................................................................................. . 

11 Have you <ntered, or are you considering entering for the Information and Library Services 
(ILS) Naticnal Vocational Qualifications CNVQ's)? (please tick one box) 
Yes No Don't know 

ODD 
If yes, continue OD question 12, then turn over 
If no, or don't know, what are your reasons? ............................................................................... . 

...................................................................................................... Now go to question 16 overleaf 

12 What level ofNVQ are you considering? LeveL ................................................................. : ... . 



\3 What are the main reasons you chose NVQ's? 
please specify ................................................................................................................................. . 

14 How do you tltink NVQ's will enhance your present employmenr? 
please corrunent.. ........................................................................................................................... . 

15 How do you tltink ILS NVQ's will compare with other infonnation and library service 
qualifications e.g. City and Guilds, BTEC, in terms of the following: (please tick one box for 
each. Guesses are acceptable) 

Better than Same Not as 
the others good 

flexIbility 0 0 0 
Suitability to your commitments 0 0 0 
Financial cost to you 0 0 0 
Tune spent studying (each week) 0 0 0 
Tune spent on practical work/portfolio (each week) 0 0 0 
Tune spent on course (total) 0 0 0 
Work-time spent on course (each week) 0 0 0 
Own time spent on course (each week) 0 0 0 
Relevance to your job 0 0 0 
Recognition as an infoanation and library 

qualification 0 0 0 
Value as a qualification in itself 

(transferable to other occupations) 0 0 0 

10 \\ 'hat support for training have you had, or are getting, from your employer/trainer? (please 
tick as appropriate) 

Finance (fees/e''-l,enses etc.) 

Time off work 

In-house training 

[{] 
o 
o 

'Moral' support/ad;;ce 

whilst stud: ing 

Mentoring 

Other 

cD 
o 
o 

Active encouragement to 

gain qualifications 

(please specify) ................................ . 

Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Would you be willing to be contacted 
for a short follow.up telephone inter;iew? (please tick) Yes No 

o 0 
If yes, please give telephone number and extension on which you can be contacted ................................. . 
Please return this questionnaire by 3J.May 1990, in the prepaid envelope pro;ided, or to: 

Gill Coker 
182 Meadow Road, 

. BeestoD Rylands, 
Nottingham NG91JR 



Appendix 2 

Para-professional education: interview questions. 
1. About you 
Name 
Organisation 

2. About education 

Position 

2.1 What ILS-related courses does your organisation already recognise? 

2.2 How is it involved in supporting these? e.g. finance, time off. 

2.3 How far have you got in implementing ILS NVQs? ego 
Registering as an assessment centre 
Training Assess<mlinternal verifiers 
Registering candidates 
Training candidates 
Other eg. wOIkshopslinformation sessions 

2.3.2 What levels are you covering? 

2.4 Has the organisation experience of implementing NVQs in other areas ego 
Admin. Customer Care? 

2.4.1 What is its role? eg. assessment centre/training assessors/candidates 

3 ILS NVQs vs. other qualifications 
3.1 How do you think ILS NVQs will compare with other courses ego City and Guilds, 
BTEC eg. 
Recognition as an ILS qua1i1iCfltiOn, by employers, by employees 

Value as a qualification in itself - transferability 

Relevance to the more flexible workforce - PIT, temps etc. 

Reflect employment needs of the workplace 

Flexibility as a course ego work-based rather than college based 

3.2 Do you think the emphasis on assessing work-based competence rather than 
theoretiCfl! knowledge is more appropriate to para-professional education? What about 
levels 4 & 5? 

3.3 What relevance will City & GuildsIBTEC have now that ILS NVQs are available? 
e.g. will your organisation offer a range of paraprofessional qualifications or opt for one 



Appendix 3 

City~Guilds 

Library and Information Assistants Scheme (7370) 

Thank you for your recent enquiry about this scheme. The scheme consists of five areas of 
competence as shown below. Subject areas : 
• Selecting, stocking, storing and maintaining materials (consisting of two 

components - a written examination and practical coursework component.) (I\O.OSI) 
• Providing routine customer services (consisting of two components.- a written 

examination and a practical coursework component.) (/\D. 053) 
• Assisting users to locate and retrieve information (a written examination and a 

coursework component.) (1\0. ~) 
• Personal presentation and communication (practical coursework assessment.) 
• Organisation stUdies (written examination.) 

Certification is achieved by the successful corn letion of all corn onents. Candidates who 
are success 10 ID VI Ual components w· e awarded Record of Achievements which be 
recognised for the award of the full certificate. 

The coursework assessments are carried out by a Chartered Librarian or a librarian of 
equivalent experience. The practical tasks which are assessed should be part of the routine 
work done by the candidates in their libraries or information units and according to the 
criteria laid down in the scheme pamphlet and the candidate logbook. 

Written examinations are on fixed dates in May and December of each year. 

Entry Requirements 

There are no educations stipulated to undertake the course but candidates should be 
working in a library or information unit to gain mastery of the practical aspects of the 
course. 

Documentation 

City & Guilds' terms are cash with order. Payment by cheque/postal order or bank draft 
should be made payable to City & Guilds. Please do not send loose cash or postage stamps. 
Centres may be invoiced. The following documents may be ordered from the Sales 
Department at the address below (telephone orders cannot be accepted.) Please order by Stock 
Control Number as printed in the right-hand column below. 

Price Stock Control 

Sample Question Papers 
Syllabus/scheme pamphlet 
Logbooks/Records of Achievements 
Centre Guidance Notes 

£1.65 
£2.40 
£3.39 
£2.40 

I GEtspur Street London E\.IA 900 Telepbone Olil 294 2468 Facsimile 1)171 19-i 2-iOo 

The Cilr : ... 1 Guild:. "f London In"'ilulC" Itlcorp .. r((t4!111~1' Rur:J1 <:h:lMc:r I~mll/led IHilt HI",f(iJ/t'rt'd (:JJflr;~I' .\I!l'I,U 

PrnUJ¥'ol IoKH lhc Prinl'c Phi!;" Du),;.: ut ElJinburJ,th KG KT 

0011;""1 •• '1 PJul \);':1.11:5 Honl'C(;: f)1rt'ct","G .. neru/ ;";;(;hulas <:are)" PhD .\1,'. 

Number 
QP-00-1737 
SP-00-0737 
TS-00-0737 
EN-OO-0737 



The Levels of 
INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SERVICES S/NVQ: LEVEL 2 

Competence which involvL'S the application of knowledge in a significant range of varied work aclivilies, per
formed in a variety of contexts. Some of the activities are complex or non-routine and there is some individual 
rt.-'sponsibility and autonomy. Collaboration with uthcrs, perhaps through mcmbt..-rship lIf ,\ work group Of 

learn, may often be a requirement. 

MANDATORY UNITS 

IL2.24 
IL1.ll 
CSLB Unit 3 

Process material for use 
Identify and provide information/material required by user 
Develop positive working relationships with customers 

OPTIONAL UNITS 

IU.25 
IL2.2a 
ILl.25 
1L1.24 
ILl.16 
ALB2 Unit 6 

Maintain arrangement of informalion/matcriill 
Secure informatinn/material 
Contribute to the milintcnancc (If a sUppor!iVl' envirolllllent for users 
Dirloct us .... rs 
Issut:! & rl'Cover loan material 
Maintain data in a computer system 

Candidates must complete all mandatory and any three optional units, making a total of six units to gain 
the full qualifin.tion. 

INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SERVICES S/NVQ: LEVEL 3 
Compchmce which involvl'S the application of knowk>dge in a broad range of varll'ti work activilil's perfonlll't..! 
in a wide variety of contexts, most of which arc complex and non-routine. There is considerable responsibility 
and autonomy and conlrol or guidance of others is often required. 

MANDATORY UNITS 

ILl.14 
IL2.21 
CSL8 Unit4 
MIS1 

Provide information/material to user 
Organise information/material 
Solve problems on behalf of customers 
Maintain services & operations to meet quality stiHlLianls 

OPTIONAL UNITS: USER SERVICES 

IL1.12 
IL1.22 
IL1.26 
CSLD UnitS 

Identify information requircd by USl'r 
Provide displays 
Maintain a supportive environment for USl'rs 
Initiate and evaluate change to improve serviLe to customers 

OPTIONAL UNITS: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND I'ROCESSING 

lL2.14 
IL2.26 
IT/AP09 
IT/AP28 
ITJAP29 

Create new information/material 
Store and display information/matcrial 
Set up & maintain filc structures for a libr.uy of infornloltion 
Manipulate and analyse numerical information 
Derive & manipulate complex information 

OPTIONAL UNITS: SUPERVISING ACI'IVITIl!S 

Contribute to the planning, monitoring and control of rcsourCl'S 
Contribute to the provision of personnel 

MIS2 
MIS3 
MIS4 
MISS 
MIS6 

Contribute to the training & development of teams, individuals and sdf to enhalU'e pcrforman('e 
Contribute to the planning, organisation and l'vahl<\tion of work 
Create, maintain and enhance produ .... tive working rl'liltionships 

Candidates must complete all mandatory units and five further opiiOOifli'Rfi"s.-Ai least onc unit must b"il 
taken from each Group': A total of nine un~ls ~r..: ~ecd~d ~o gain th~_~ull ~ualificalitln. ... .1 

2 June 1'J'J5 

Qualification 
INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SERVICES S/NVQ: LEVEL 4 

Competence which involves the applicatiun of knowk-dge in a broad range of complex technical or profl"Ssional 
work activities performed in a wide variety of contexts and with a substantial degree of personal responsibility 
and autonomy. Responsihility (or the work of others and the al")I.'alion of resources is often prl'SCnl. 

MANDATORY UNITS 

ILl.13 
ILl.1S 
IL2.11 
1L2.27 
MII 
MI2 

Identify strategy to meet user's .... omplex information needs 
Meet user's information needs 
Determine information/material requirements 
Plan storage and display 
Maintain and improve service and product operations 
Contribute to Ihe implementation of change in servicl'S, products and systems 

OPTIONAL UNITS: USER SERVICES 

1l.1.21 
ILl.23 
TOLD 822 
TOLD cn 

Provide user edul'i\tioll 
Muunt pnlllloliun.ll t.·v .... nt 
Dl'Sign ledfning prograllllllt.'S whkh ml"Ct learning nel>ds 
Provide opportunities for individuals and groups to manage their own learning 

OPTIONAL UNITS: COLLECnON MANAGEMENT 

112.12 
1L2.13 
112.1S 

Select information/material for acquisition 
Acquire information/material 
Withdraw unwanted information/material 

OPTIONAL UNITS: SPECIALIST INfORMATION ACI'IVITlES 

lL2.16 
1L2.22 
IL2.23 

Undertake rese.uch project 
Indcl( information 
Abstract information 

OPTIONAL UNITS: MANAGEMENT 

MI 3 Recommend, monitor and control the use of fl'sources 
MI4 Contribute tu the fl'Cruitment and sck'Ction of personnel 
MI S Ol!velop tl'ams, individuals and self 10 enhance performance 
MI 6 Plan, allol.-atc and evaluate \\lurk cilrried uut be I~.uns, individuals and self 
Ml7 Cre,lte, maillt<lin and enhancc cfft.'Ctive working relationships 
MI8 Seek, evalllate and oq;anise informiltion for ilclion 
MI9 Exch,mge information to solve problems and make dl'Cisions 

Candidates must complete all mandatory unftsand six further optionafunits. At least one unit must be 
laken from each Group. A total of twelve units are needed to gain the full qualification. 

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 

June 1995 

It Information & Library Services Standards 
ALU Administmtion LL·.:,d Uody 
IT Informalion Technology Industry Training Organisation 
MI5 Management Charter Initiative (supervisors) 
MI Management Charter Initialive (first line managers) 
CSLB Customer Service Lead Uody 
TDLB Training & Development Lead Body 
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ILS-LB - REVISED FUNCTIONAL MAP fippcllUlX J 

FEBRUARY 1994 \ 
1 

\ 

Kt)' Fundlon Kt'1 Role UnI' Element 

bl twist 
r-~ 

bll Supply r-n bIll 
Identify information! 

I- bill! F.stabl~1 U$CI", needs 

""" of information! nuterial required by bll12 Conduct seardl 
inftJl'TTlltionl material user 8t its "'Iilabilitv bllll Seled. method of supply 
materi.1 to user bll14 Refer user to a more Appropriate pro\idcr 

H bll2 Pro\;de infomutionl bl121 Rctrie\'C infomutiOlll~eri.1 
mat.eT'iallolaef bllll ot:uin infonnalionlmaterYl from extern.! provider 

bUll Deliver infonnationlm3lcri,llo user 

y bl13 Issue and recover I- bill! Identi(v~ 

mat.eri .. 1 bllJ2 Make and progress reservati«t 
hi 13) Lend ntlteria, 
0113-4 Ree.U material 
bllJ~ Take IJ1lIter111 back 

~ 
b12 S""""" r-rl bl2l Pto\'ide user bllll Prepare for user educational projea 

uscn in cduczlion bl112 Deliver educational projett 
oiUining hll!) Evaluate educational pro'Cd. 

inform.lion! 
material H bl2l I'Tovide di..<pIlIY'l - bll21 Set up displ.y 

bl121 Maintain disPlay 

H bl13 Mount promotional - bIll I Pial promotional event 
event bllJl RIUl. promoUonal eo.-cnt 

bll)] E..J"", I C\'C1t 

Hbl14 Dired. U$eI"S htl41 Provide lip 10 informalionlrrull.erial .t. equipment 
bl242 Guide U1efS to infonnaLimlmalerial &: eQuipment 

~bI2.s Main~in a cuworti"c b1252 Monitorplysical awearanoc A f.clitia of otpnisatioo. 
envircnmcm for users bl252 Ensun: awroprialc UIe of facilities 

b12.5) r>=J ,r.r..'l t:::':o amme.nts 

b2 f.obkc '-- bll Develtlp &. f-~ blll Dctaminc infOl'1n3tiool b21l1 Identify and analyae needs and ~al needs J informalion! """'~ malcrial ~retnenu bllll Idcnlify_ cooslnIi:nu 

naleria\ nUlge of 

I\'aibble information! rt bl12 Selcd. k obUin emting bllll Prioritise proposals for acquisition 

I for usen materi:al infonnaticnlmaterial bllll Sdca informaticnfmalen.1 for acquisition 

bll2J ObUin information/material 

H blll Crcalene'lll' bllll ldentify rcquiremcntJ for new information/matcrial 

information/material bllJl Collcc1 and evaluate infonnationlmalc:rial 

blllJ Create new recording ofinfonnation/material 

y bl14 WJthdraw unwanted b2141 Identify unwanted infonnationlmalcri.1 

infonnation/matcri;,1 b214l Sclca and u..,lcmcnt nKlSl a~e \ YJ)C of withdnwal 

~ 
b21 Maintain t--rl blll Organise b2ll1 c.taloguc infonn:stionlmatcrial 

infonnalionl infonnalicnlmalmal b22)l Classify infonntltionlnuterial 

material 
for use H b221 Index information j-- b22l1 Idclllifyand loc::ate rclC"wrt information 

b2222 Analyse k desal'bc infomWion 
b222J FormatIamnge information into an entry 
b2224 FonnatIarr:an~ entries into an index 

H b22J Abstrad. infot'llWioo b22} 1 lda:rtify TCllUiremc:rW for abltrad. 

b2lJ2 Identify componmts oC abslnct 

b2lJJ ConslIUd. abslnld. from the relevant infomulima 

-1_b224 l'roocss matc:rial b2241 M:uk materi.1 wCth ~ idc:ntification 
b2242 Pmed. material 
b224} ldattify _need for repair/dcanin-,--of material 

-1 b22's Plan storage" display b22,S1 Asst:ss rcquirancnts 
b21Sl AIscss auTM facilities a: opUmI for du:ngc 
b22!il 1mpIcma:d. mast apprqxiatc cp.ion 

-1 b126 Store and display b2161 Arrange material 

infoniutionJrnnc:rial b2262 Cbect/Wccd informationlmatcril 

b2161 ",",,",material 

---i b127 Secure information! b2271 Monitor users and n:spond u .(Ip'OpriDlc 
""";'1 b21n OPerate and monitor systems \0 secure material 

/b/m",,1IiWproj] 



A onmple clement rrom the Inronnatlon and L1bml), Sen'lce! Standanl, 

KEY ROLE: ILI.I Supply information/material to user 

UKIT; ILI.II IdentiCy and provide information/material required by user 

The c(lJIdidme slrould be oble to , .. 
ELE~fENT: fLUll Identify'user's needs i 

PERFOR..\L\l'\CE CRITERIA 

A Communication is courteous and effective 
8 User's requirements are identified through appropriate questioning and careful listening-
C . Identification of requirements is confirmed with user 
D Competing demands for service from other would-be users are tactfully and helpfully dealt 

with in accordance with organisation's procedures 
E Any requirements which are beyond own competence afC identified, and appropriate referral 

made 

User contact; fact:-to-fnce, by telephone, in writing 
" Competing d~mands: in person, by telephone, in writing 

U1<DEIU'1"NL"G KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

All pcrfonnance criteria: 
• What user groups does the organisation serve, and what arc their needs and typical areRS of 

interest 
What are the organisation'S policies and constraints on meeting the needs of users 

PC E: 
To whom should referrals be made, and why 

In all cases, supplementary evidence may be provided to support demonstration of the underpinning 
knowledge and understllllding through competent perfonnance, 

ICS Standards uvels 2-4 "- prepared by EUCLID 
April 1995 

KEY PURPOSE: To anticipate, detcnnine, ,timulate and ,athry the 
needs of existing and potentinl u!len for ncces!I to 
infonnntion in an cdticnl manner. 

KEY ROLE: 11.1.1 Supply inronnatioll/materinl to u!:er 

U~IT: ILI.II Identify and provide infonnntionlmatcrial required by u~er 

The candidae shouh/ be able 10 .. , 

ELEMENT: ILI.l t I Identify user's needs 

ASSESSMENT GUlIJANrn 

TYPES OF EVtDENO; 

Perfonnance evidence: 
Work products, ie written notes, file notes, letters/reports 
Observation, especially if face-to-face user contact is chosen for perfomiance evidence 
Personal report of actual work situation!s 
Witness reports, from colleagues and/or users 

Supplementary evidence: 
Questioning, in areas of the range where no perfomlance evidence is provided 
VerbaVwritten tests of knowledge and understanding. where this cannot be demonstrated 
through performnnce evidence 

t.:vtm:NCI': tlEQUlttEMENTS 

Sufficiency of evidence: 
• , Items in the range for which perfonnance evidence must be provided: one from i, one from 

if 

, 

All other aspcct!' of the range must be covered, either by perfonnance evidence or 
supplementary evidence 
Candidates should be able to demonstrate consistency ofperfonnance over a period of time, 
and can use supplementary evidence to do so 

Currency of evidence: 
Where evidence for this element ha! been achieved more than three years before the date 
of assessment, the candidate will be expected to provide supplementary evidence to show 
that s!he r;;an transfer competent perfonnanr;;e to a r;;urrent context 

Context of evidence: 
Specially gencrated performance evidence, from assignments/projects or temporary transfer 
to a new working environment, may be needed for the candidate to demonstrate competence. 
EXceptionally, a scenario may be simulated to provide support to performance evidence 
generated from naturally occurring perfonnance at work. 

Its StandardS uvels 2-4 prepared by EUcLID 
April 1995 
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Appendix 7 

City and Guilds 7370 library and Information Assistants 
Certificate 

Outline of new scheme. 

City and Guilds is re-structwing the current 7370 scheme into 4 new units that will 
wholly cover NVQ level 2 and 9 units from NVQ level 3. The revision is also 
covering the current cow-sework requirements - written practical assignments taking 
the place of relevant questions from written question papers where appropriate to 
emphasise quality rather than learning 'by roli:'. A new A4 size loose leaf log book 
will be produced for centres. In addition guidance notes and an appropriate book-list 
will be included in a new-style A4 syllabus pamphlet. 

Generally the 4 new units will be evaluated with the relevant NVQ units: 

Unit 1 (former 058 Organisational Studies) 
A new written practical assignment will be set in place of relevant questions in the 
current written paper to emphasise quality rather than learning 'by rote'. 

Unit 2 (former 051 Selecting, Storing and Maintaining a/Materials) 
New sections on 'Acquisition' and 'Physical Processes' will be introduced with an 

'increased emphasis on cataloguing. A new written practical assignment on Stock 
Control will be set in place of relevant questions in the current written paper. 

Unit 3 (former 053 Providing Routine Customer Service) 
Further consideration will be given to internal and external library guiding. Careful 
linking will be effected with regard to NVQ level 2 Units 6 and 7 on 'Direct Users' 
and 'Issue and recover Loan Material'. A new written practical assignment is 
envisaged in lieu of relevant questions in the current written paper. 

Unit 4 (forTper 055 Assisting Users to Locate and Retrieve Information) 
General Information Technology (IT) elements will be clarified and expanded. New 
practical written assignments will be considered in place of relevant questions in the 
current written paper. Dnit 4 will equate with relevant aspects of NVQ level 3 and 
not NVQ level2 and will embrace customer relations in the widest possible sense. 

Extract from: Bone, Roger. The future of the City and Guilds Library and 
Information Assistants Examination 7370 and NVQs, Personnel Training and 
Education. Jan, 1996, 13 (1) p.6 
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